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SUMMARV 

The OL-lamp is a low pressure argon/mercury gas discharge: induced by an 
electramagnatie field of 2.65 MHz. lnduction is used to avoid darkening by 
electrades which would reduce the life time of the lamp. To describe the OL
lamp the simulation model PLASIMO is extended. This study is devoted to the 
excitation and ionisation kinatics of this discharge. 

For the calculation of the ionisation coefficient knowledge about the electron 
energy distribution tunetion (EEDF) is needed. Due tothetact that the OL
lamp is a low pressure discharge, deviation trom the Maxwell EEDF will occur. 
In the study of this deviation we distinguish two graups of electrans: 
1. Bulk electrans which are by far most of the electrans having a kinatic 

energy lower than the energy of the first excited level E12. 
2. Tail-electrons which have more energy than E12. 
Expressions tor bath parts of the EEDF were derived trom the Boltzmann 
transport equation under quasi stationary state and isotrapy conditions. In this 
equation we considered only the effective electric field and electran-atorn 
callision terms. The transport equation has been solved using the Legandre 
expansion method. lt was found that deviation trom the Maxwell EEDF is only 
significant tor the tail. 

For the tail of the EEDF the condition tor a quasi steady state is arbitrary, i.e. 
it is possible that the tail oscillates due to the RF nature of the electric field. In 
this case the excitation trom the graund to the first excited level (4s) oscillates 
too, rasuiting in an asciilating occupation. By measuring the density of the 4s 
level as a tunetion of time, we found that the amplitude of the asciilation is 
less than 5% of the time independent occupation. For the 4p level we found a 
maximum of 2%. Since the asciilation in the accupation is damped due to 
excitation toother levels, about 30% of the tail may oscillate. 

To calculate ionisation coefficients saveral rnadeis were created to examina 
the dominant ionisation 'route' in the plasma. These coefficients have been 
used in the simulation model PLASIMO. We found that the mercury atom is 
the main supplier of electrons. The ionisation coefficient can be calculated 
accurately with the so called 'single kink' model tor argon/mercury, where the 
ionisation coefficient is equal to a fixed part of the excitation coefficient to the 
first excited level of mercury (at 4.67 eV). This ionisation coefficient is about 
two orders below the 'complete Maxwell' EEDF equivalent. 



CHAPTERONE 
INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 The QL -lamp 

Gas discharges without electrades are especially useful for lamps. Forthese 
lamps, there is noneed to take the into account the interaction of the plasma 
with the electrode into account. The lifetime of conventional light sourees is 
severely shortened by these interactions. 
This had led to the introduetion of the lnduction Coupled Plasma (ICP) lamps 
in which induction is used, the sameprinciple as is used in a transformer, 
insteadof two electrades to transfer electramagnatie energy. The QL-Iamp is 
an ICP with an internal coil. The coil with territe care, which intensifies the 
field, is placed in the centre of the lamp inside the cavity of the bulb, soit 
cannot block the light-emission. There is no contact between the plasmaand 
the coil. The heat dissipated intheterrite care is transported by a heat rod. 

tigure 1. 1 The QL 

A radio frequency (2.65 MHz.) current of about 1 A in the internal (or primary) 
coil eausas an asciilating magnatie field, which induces a time varying electric 
field. This electric field will accelerate the electrans in the plasma. The 
induced discharge can be considered as the secondary circuit of a 
transformer. The electrans created in the discharge act as the secondary coil 
and shield the electric field of the internal coil. 
The glass-bulb is filled with an argon/mercury gas mixture. Experiments with 
the QL-Iamp have been carried out with bulbs fillings of 33 Pa, 66 Pa or 133 
Pa argon pressure and a typical ionisation degree of about 0.1-0.01% . 
UV light emission occurs by deexcitation of excited mercury atoms. These 
mercury atoms have been excited by collisions with electrans or excited argon 
atoms. By such an argon atom callision the argon atom is deexcited and the 
mercury atom ionised. This is the so-called Penning-effect. The mercury and 
argon atoms can only be excited by the tastest electrans in the plasma. 
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The emitted UV light of mercury is transferred into visible light by the 
fluorescent powder on the glass of the bulb. 

1.2 Problem definition 

For modelling and optimising the OL-lamp we use the plasma simulation 
program called PLASIMO. In order to use PLASIMO, intermation about the 
excitation and ionisation kinetics is needed. We need to know the electron 
energy distri bution tunetion (EEDF) tor the calculation of the excitation and 
ionisation coefficients. 
In the OL-plasma the EEDF may deviate trom the Maxwell distribution. In the 
study of the deviation of the EEDF trom Maxwell, it tums out that deviation 
trom the Maxwell distribution may be significant at high electron energies. lt 
can be expected that the EEDF is sensitive tor the RF nature of the electric 
field. An asciilating EEDF can imply an asciilating ionisation coefficient. 
Therefore, theoretica! and experimental work was done to find the behaviour 
of the EEDF. 
R. Winkier e.a. [Win87] and LD. Tsendin [Tse77] use a quasi-stationary 
approach tor the EEDF in a RF field when the frequency of the electric field is 
much larger than the electron col lision frequency tor energy transfer. The 
validity of a quasi-stationary approach was studied before using this approach 
in the calculation of the excitation and ionisation coefficients. The creation of 
electrans in the OL-plasma can bedescribed with these coefficients in 
PLASIMO. 
Absorption and emission experiments were done to verify the quasi-stationary 
ap~roach. In these experiments we follow the accupation of the 4s3P2 and 
4p 0 3 levels of argon in time. An asciilating EEDF will imply asciilating 
occupations of the excited levels. We therefore analysed how the level 
density behaviour is related to the EEDF behaviour. 

1 .3 Overview 

In chapter two we will start with the description of the OL-plasma and 
system. We will introduce the OL-lamp as an inductive coupled plasmaand 
compare it with conventionallight sources. We will give a description of the 
main parts of the lamp-system and will discuss the plasma-parameters, 
densities and characteristic collis ion frequencies. Especially the elastic and 
inelastic electron-atom collisions will be discussed. 

Chapter three is devoted to theoretica! work. We start with the 
description of the motion of electrans in an electric field. Thereafter the 
moment method tor the OL-plasma is introduced. By then we should have 
some insight in the temporal and isotropie behaviour of the plasma. 
The electron energy distribution tunetion (EEDF) will then be calculated in the 
quasi stationary and isotropie approximation by using Legendre expansion. 
With the help of the EEDF and atomie models tor argon and mercury atoms 
ionisation coefficients are calculated. These ionisation coefficients are used in 
the plasma simulation model PLASIMO. 
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Because we are able to distinguish different EEDFs and ionisation 'routes' we 
are able to create saveral ionisation coefficients. A comparison is made 
between these composed ionisation coefficients. 

In chapter four we discuss the results of the absorptiop _and emission 
experiments which were carried out to provide some information about the 
accuracy of the stationary state approximation. 
An estimation of the density of the 4s and 4p levels of argon is made with the 
results of the experiments. 

Chapter five is devoted to a discussion about saveral aspects of the 
theory and experiments. The theoretica! aspects are the electron-electron 
collision term in the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) and the Legandre 
expansion as used to solve the BTE. What the experimental aspects 
concerns we wiJl discuss the shape and interpretation of the signal as 
measured in the absorption and emission experiments. 
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CHAPTERTWO 
THE QL-LAMP: SYSTEM AND PLASMA 

2.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we discuss the QL system and plasma. The advantages of the 
QL-Iamp compared to conventionallight sourees will be revealed in paragraph 
2.2.1. A description of the QL-system can be found in paragraph 2.2.2 where 
a table with typical system parameters is given. In paragraph 2.3 these 
parameters will be discussed. After an examinatien of the plasma condition in 
paragraph 2.3.1, we will reveal in paragraph 2.3.2 the densities of the 
electrons, the argon and mercury atoms and in 2.3.3 the collision frequencies. 
In paragraph 2.3.4 the inelastic collision frequency are further discussed. 

2.2 The OL-lamp system 

2.2. 1 Electrodeless discharge 

The absence of electredes in a gasdischarge light souree means the 
eliminatien of the lifetime determining factor of conventional light sou rees. 
There are three main methods to achieve electrodeless discharges [Philips]: 
1 . The electrodeless vessel is placed between two flat electrodes, to which a 

high frequency energy souree is connected. This coupling method is 
inefficient tor light purposes and darkans quickly the souree by 
deterioration of the fluorescent powder on the wall of the bulb due to the 
high electric field. 

2. Microwave plasmas (i.e. GHz frequencies) are used to generata a high 
energy density. For light sources, this method is very expensive and the 
system is too large in size tor a convenient lighting purpose. The light 
efficiency is low. 

3. The induction coupling method. An induction coil is placed inside or around 
the outer surface of the lamp bulb. A radio frequency current (i.e. 1OOkHz -
1 OOM Hz) in the coil generatas an electromagnetic field inside the bulb. Th is 
bulb, which is tilled with a plasma, is the discharge vessel. 

The last method with the bulb tilled with a mixture of argon and mercury 
vapour plasma is chosen by Philipstortheir QL-Iamp system, and will be 
described and explained in the following sections. 

Because of its long life time the QL-Iamp is applied in situations where access 
to the lamp is difficult or expensive. The reliability and system efficiency is 
high. Flexible positioning of the components allows a special design. 
Additional advantages are its treedom in choosing the colour of the emitted 
light and the shape of the bulb. 
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2.2.2 Description of the QL -lamp system 

The three main componentsof the OL-lamp [Philips] are: 

1. A glass discharge vessel which contains a noble gas, argon, and an 
amalgam-controlled mercury vapour. The gas mixture emits UV light. 
Fluorescent phosphor powder on the glass of the vessel is used to transfer 
the emitted UV light into visible light. The vessel is a bulb with a cavity and 
two exhaust tubes. 

2. A power couplar which consists of an induction coil mounted over a heat 
rod, placed on a mounting flange. This part in turn will transfer heat to the 
holder on which it is fixed. The induction coil is located in the centre of the 
bulb and has a territe core. The coil is positioned within the glass cavity in 
the discharge vessel. 

3. The power couplar is connected by a coaxial cable to the radio freguency 
generator which is located inside a separate housing. 

territe core 
--(insidel 

--coil 
HF generator 
(electronic components inside metal housingl ~ , 

IU(HAI/~f ,v ~~!> 

+----heatpipe 
(insidel 

power coupler 
(antenna, heat pipe and cablel lamp 

coaxial cable 

( discharge vessel plus base) 

tigure 2. 1 Main components of the QL-Iamp system and the power coup/er 

The luminous flux of a low pressure mercury discharge depends on the 
density of the mercury vapour which in turn is controlled by the coolest spot 
temperature in the exhaust tubes. Since the optimum Hg vapour pressure, 
corresponding to room temperature, with respect to the luminous flux is ca. 4 
mTorr, a Hg pressure controlled by free liquid Hg is impossible. The coolest 
spot temperature is too high. Therefore an amalgam Bi/ln/Hg which has a 
lower vapour pressure is used. The amalgam is placed in one of the exhaust 
tubes. Th is amalgam gives the desired Hg pressure at a higher temperature 
than with pure mercury and over a broad temperature range. Rasuiting is a 
stabie luminous flux over a large temperature range. 
The mercury vapour pressure and the power of the discharge are the 
parameters that are used to define the luminous flux and the impedance of 
the plasma. A (total) power consumption of ca. 85 W I 90 W with a vapour 
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pressure of 4 mTorr are the most preterred conditions for maximum luminous 
flux. Therefore the experiments are done under these conditions (see chapter 
4 Measurements). 

... .. 
The power coupler and the frequency generator will be discussed now. 
The power coupler is made up of a territe core around which the induction coil 
is wound. The territe intensifies the magnetic field, which is generated by a 
RF current (2.65 MHz) through the coil. The altemating magnetic field induces 
an altemating azimuthal electric field. 
In order to describe the electrical properties, the QL-system can be 
considered as a transformer. The induction coil in the power coupler acts as 
the primary coil and the secondary coil is formed by the ei reular discharge 
current in the vessel. The dependenee of the secondary current on the 
in duetion coil parameters is roughly as in a transformer. The- primary coil has 
15 tums and a current of ca. 1 A, the secondary coil has only one tum and a 
current of ca. 10 A. 

The chosen free frequency of 2.65 MHz is just between the SW bands and 
the MW bands. At a higher frequency the losses in the electron ie circuits 
increase, resulting in a less efficient system and an unfavourable heat 
dissipation within the electronic housing. At lower frequencies it becomes 
difficult to couple the energy into the discharge vessel (see paragraph 3.5.2). 

To describe the light emitting processof the QL-Iamp we start with the 
discussion about the ignition of the OL-plasma. 
lgnition takes place in two steps. First a capacitive pre-discharge, caused by 
an axial electric field will be formed. This is foliowed by an are discharge. The 
axial electric field is coupled into the vessel by means of the parasitic 
capacitors of air and glass bulb wall. This axial capacitive discharge creates a 
'breakdown' of the gas. After this breakdown enough charged particles are 
present to form the quasi stationary state are discharge. Many parameters, 
like gas filling, pressure, frequency and ambient temperature influence the 
starting behaviour. The ignition time isless than 5 sec [Philips]. 
The run up period (i.e the period in which we can measure an increase in the 
luminous flux) would take very long if only the Bi/ln/Hg amalgam was used. 
The amalgam lowers the Hg pressure of the lamp and therefore also lowers 
the Hg pressure during the start. In order to obtain a taster run up, an auxiliary 
amalgam with different physical properties is placed on the power coupler. 
lmmediately after ignition the mercury of the auxiliary amalgam is set free and 
condensas on the bulb wall, providing a wall controlled vapour ·pressure. The 
temperature of the wall is much higher and therefore a higher vapour 
pressure results than the vapour pressure controlled by the temperature of 
the main amalgam at that time. 
The run up after ignition can be described in terms of mercury release first by 
the auxiliary amalgam, then by the discharge wall and finally by the main 
amalgam. 
• After ignition the Hg vapour pressure (and so the luminous flux) is 

determined by the auxiliary amalgam (t < 0.5 sec). We find a increasing 
luminous flux. 
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• This mercury condensas on the wall. Now the vapour pressure is wall 
controlled (t < 1/2 hour). As a consequence, in this range the luminous flux 
varies slightly, invisible for the human eye. There occurs no rise intheflux 
anymore. 

• The mercury is reabsorbed by the main amalgam until the steady state is 
achieved (t > 1/2 hour). The vapour pressure is now main amalgam 
controlled. 

The mercury content of the auxiliary amalgam at the moment of ignition 
depends on the elapsed time since the system has been switched off. 
Therefore the run up behaviour will not always be the same. 
The ignition and run up process will not be investigated any further in this 
work. 

In the steady state, the electrens are accelerated in the electric field and 
collide with the gas particles. During the collisions with electrons, some of 
these gas particles (Hg and Ar atoms) are ionised, directly or stepwise, to 
create new free electrons, but most of them will be excited. Excited mercury 
atoms fall back from and emit (predominantly) ultraviolet photons of 253.6 
nm. These UV photons interact with the fluorescent powder on the bulb wall 
and are converted into visible light. The argon atoms are used as a buffer 
gas. 
The power consumption of the QL-system amounts to 85 W I 90 W. Much of 
the energy is dissipated near the cavity wall of the bulb (see fig. 2.1 ), just 
inside the plasma. Therefore a heat pipe transports the heat from this centre 
part of the lamp via a heat sink to the laminar. The heat created at the wall of 
the bulbis removed by conduction. The generated power on the outer part of 
the bulb gives rise to a temperature of nearly 1 00 oe higher than the ambient 
temperature. The coolest spots of the discharge vessel are the exhaust tubes 
located in the base (90 °e). The temperature of the exhaust tubes (see fig. 
2.1) is a tunetion of the consumed power, design, burning position and the 
ambient temperature [Philips]. The temperature of the stem is much higher 
(200 °C). 
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Tab/e 2.1: typical values tor the OL-lamp system (at 100 hours) 

oparation frequency 2.65 MHz 
luminous flux 55000 lm 
system power 85 W /90W 
efficiency 651m/W 
ignition time within 0.5 sec. 
start up time after 60 sec. 
argon pressure 33 Pa or 66 Pa or 133 Pa 
ideal Hg vapour pressure 4 mTorr 
temperatures glass bulb 100 °C 

stem 200°C 
territe 150 °C 
heat pipe 100 °C 
amalgam 90°C 

voltage 200-240 V 
lifetime 60.000 hour ( <20% mortalitV} 
induction coil current 1 A, 15 turns 

length 30 mm, diameter 15 mm 
territe lenQth 80 mm, diameter 15 mm 
size lamp diameter 110 mm, lenath 190 mm 

2.3 The QL -plasma 

In this paragraph we will reveal some typical parameters of the plasma inside 
the bulbof the QL-Iamp [Philips]. 

2. 3. 1 The plasma parameters 

To see if the OL-plasma can be treated as a quasi-neutral plasma [Sijd92], 
we have to calculate the Debye length A.o. The Debye length, defined as the 
Coulombshielding length, is given by: 

(2.1) 
Charge fluctuations will be found only inside the Debye sphere, a sphere with 
radius A.0 , when n;X << A.0 , with n~X the distance between the electrons. 
When dealing with a plasma, it is aften demanded that the Debye length is 
small in comparison with the typical plasma length Lp. Very aften Lp can be 
defined as the typical gradient length lne/Vnel· When A.o > Lp contiguration 

space charge effects will occur. 
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To have plasma with an isotropie velocity distribution, wedemand the impact 
parameter bo, for which distance a Coulomb callision occurs with a deflecting 
angle of rr/2, to be much smaller than n~X. b0 can be calculated from: 

(2.2) 
Therefore we find the following rule for a conven i ent plasma: 

(2.3) 
Using the electron temperature and the electron density in the OL-plasma 
conditions i.e. a Te of 1 eV and a density ne of 1019 m·3, w~." fmd that b0 equals 
1 o·9 m, n~X equals 1 o·7 m, Ào equals 1 o·6 m and Lp equals 1 o·2 m. Therefore 
equation (2.3) will hold. In paragraph 2.3.2 we derive these values. 

2. 3.2 The at om and electron densities 

We will make an estimation about the particles densities in the OL-plasma. 
The plasma consists of an argon/mercury gas mixture. The mercury gas is 
used because of its typical emission characteristics in UV, like in the TL-lamp 
or SL-Iamp, and it is used to create electrans in the plasma. The argon gas is 
used as a buffer gas at a pressure of 33 Pa. The mercury gas, which is 
evaporated out of a Bi In Hg-amalgam at the bottorn of the bulb, has a vapour 
pressure of about 4 mTorr. 
Because of the low ionisation degree we expect that too few electron-atom 
collisions occur to create thermal equilibrium. Therefore we set the 
temperature of the atoms equal to the temperature of the environment i.e. 
300 K. We can now calculate, using the gas law, the density of the argon and 
mercury atoms. We find for the argon atoms a density of 8·1021 m·3 and for 
the mercury atoms a density of 1·1 020 m·3• 

The electron temperature Te is about 1 eV. Because electrans are created by 
mercury or argon ionisation, the 'pressure' of the electrans is expected to be 
between the pressure of the mercury gas and the argon gas, 4 mTorr resp. 33 
Pa. We findan electron density of about 1·1019 m·3• 

The OL-lamp can also be considered as a transfarmer to find the same 
density estimation. To find the order of the density of these electrans we 
imagine the plasma as a secondary coil, consisting of one winding and a 
plasma current of about 10 A. [Philips] (see also 2.2.2). With use of the 
formula I= jS = neevES, where Sis the vertical surface of the active area in 
the bulb (about 1 o·3 m2

}, e the electron charge and VE the average directed 
electron velocity (about 0.01 eV). We find a lower electron density 1 1018 m·3• 
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2. 3. 3 The col/ision frequencies 

The EEDF can be divided into a bulk and a tail ct. tigure 2.1 ... Bulk-electrons 
are electrans with energy lower than the first excitation gap E12. These 
electrans cannot collide inelastically with the (not already excited) atoms 
under consideration. But a tail-electron can excite an atom, in which it looses 
almost all its energy and drops back into the bulk. 
Because the OL-plasma consistsof argon and mercury atoms, we can 
choose to let the tail start at the first excitation level of argon (11.548 eV), 
taking only argon atoms under consideration, or at the first excitation level of 
mercury (4.67 eV). 

f(E) 

BULK TAIL 

tigure 2.2 The two groups of the EEDF 

In the calculation of electron-electron callision frequencies, we take the EEDF 
of argon with the bulk startingat 11.548 eV. Collision frequencies are 
calculated tor both parts. For the bulk the electron velocity Ve is taken 0.58 106 

mis in accordance with a Te of 1 eV. For the tail the electron velocity Ve is 
taken 2.3 106 m/s. This corresponds with a Te of 15 eV. 
To calculate the callision frequencies at a certain velocity we use the general 
expression: 

v=nav 

with n the target particles density, v the relativa velocity and cr the cross 
section. 

For electron-electron collisions the expression [Sijd92]: 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
is used, where A.o (ct. expression (2.1)) equals 2.29 J.U11 and bo (ct. expression 
(2.2)) equals 0.758 nm tor the bulk and Ào equals 7.92 J.Lm and bo equals 
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50.54 pm for the tail. We find a cree of 57.8 nm2 for the bulk and a cree of 0.384 
nm2 for the tail. 
The electron-electron collis ion frequency Vee for the bulk equals 3.34 108 Hz 
at 1 eV and 3.38 107 Hz at 5 eV. The collis ion frequency Vee for the tail equals 
8.83 106 Hz at 15 eV. 
The electron density ne,tail belonging to the tail equals 4.08 1012 m-3 and is 
calculated with: 

(2.6) 
where E1 2 equals the excitation energy of 11.548 eV, needed to excite argon 
to its first excited level and ne equals 1 1 019 m -3 

-

Table 2.2 the electron parameters (summarised) 

cree 
Vee 

bulk 
2.29 J.Lm 

0.758 nm 
57.8 nm~ 

3.34 1 o!S Hz (at 1 eV) 
3.38 107 Hz (at 5 eV) 

8.83 

Discussing the electron-atom collisions we separate these collisions in 
electron-argon atom collisions and those with mercury atoms. 
Consider an energy independent elastic electron-atom collision frequency 
Veae'. This means that the cross section cr has to be proportional to Ve-\ which 
is typical for polarisation potential alike collisions [Sijd92]. This approximation 
is used, following Bandel and Golden [Bandel], Golant [Gol80] and Ferreira 
[Fer83]. Smits and Prins [Smi79] use hard spheres. They find therefore that 
their collision frequency is proportional to Ve. 
Because of this velocity independence, we expect to find only one elastic 
electron-atom callision frequency for all veloeities and therefore the frequency 
for the bulk will be the same as for the tail of the EEDF. 
Experimental data are used for the elastic collision cross section cr [Gol80] 
and [Bandel]. Table 2.3 shows the used cross sections. 

Table 2.3 theelastic electron atom crosssectionat different energies tor 
argon atoms and tor mercury atoms 

e 
cre-a 
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The elastic electron atom collisions frequencies are found, after substitution 
of the values of table 2.3 and the density of argon respectively mercury in 
expression (2.4). We get table 2.4. 

Tab/e 2.4 thee/astic electron atom col/ision trequency at different energies tor 
argon atoms and tor mercury atoms 

Ve-a 
el at 1 eV. at 5 eV. at 15 eV. 

(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
argon 2.3 10' 1.1 1 o~ 2.8 10~ 

mercury 7.5 1 o' 6.9 101 1.2 10H 

Theelastic collision frequency for the OL-plasma is the sum of the 
frequencies in table 2.4. • 
We see that the approximation (take only one elastic collision frequency for 
electrans colliding with atoms for both the bulk and the tail of the EEDF) holds 
tor not too low energies. We take therefore Vea

61 equal to 3109 Hz for the total 
EEDF. 

For the inelastic collision frequency, we will use the workof Ferreira and 
Loureiro [Fer83]. They use the following expression for the inelastic cross 
section O"eainel: 

(2.7) 
where Ka is the electron kinatic energy and E12 the threshold energy, the 
minimum energy at which electrans can excite the atom. The number a. is an 
experimental fit parameter to make the inelastic cross section in good 
agreement with measured val u es. a. equals 1.56 1 o·20 m2 for argon atoms 
[Fer83] and 2.21 1 0"19 m·2 for mercury atoms (see paragraph 2.3.4). 
Th is inelastic cross section can only be used for not too high electron 
velocities, because the coefficient goes to infinity. But in our case we only 
need the threshold behaviour of this coefficient. 
Gomparing (2.7) withother work ([Bandel], [Gol80] and [Smi79]), we find the 
same threshold behaviour and the use of an a-parameter. The only ditterenee 
is the exponent at which the inelastic cross section depends on v6 • Using (2.7) 
we get for the i nalastic collis ion frequency: 

vinel = a.n V (Ka -lJ 
ea a I E 

12 

(2.8) 
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Table 2.5 shows the inelastic electron atom collisions frequencies at different 
energies, calculated from expression (2.8) using the density of argon 
respectively mercury. 

... -
Table 2.5 the inelastic electron atom colfision trequency at different energies 
tor argon atoms and tor mercury atoms 

Ve-a 
1ne1 first at 5 eV. at 15 eV. 

excitation (Hz) (Hz) 
level 

argon 11.548 eV --- 7.610'T 
mercury 4.67 eV 2.6 10° 8.2 10' .. 1s 1n good agreement w1th [Dran] 

2.3.4 The inelastic col/ision parameter: a 

We think of ionisation as a special excitation process. lonisation can be seen 
as an excitation to a continuum. Thomson uses the following expression to 
calculate ionisation cross sections [Sijd92]: 

(2.9) 
where Ka is the kinatic energy of the free electrons. This formula is derived 
considering a callision of a free electron with a bounded electron. To find (2.9} 
one has to integrate over the energies of the free electrans at which they are 
able to ionise the atom. 
Because, as mentioned above, we consider ionisation as a special excitation 
process, we may use (2.9) also to calculate excitation cross sections. 
Excitation (or ionisation) will occur best when Ka is slightly higher than 
Eexcitation· Using this fact we can rewrite (2.9) to: 

(2.1 0) 
Expression (2.1 0) looks very familiar to the Drawin formulae of excitation and 
ionisation [Dra77]. Expression (2.1 0) is similar to Ferreira's forrnula, when a is 
set equal to: 

Ke 1 

Eexcitation K! 
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We can use again the tact that excitation occurs best when Ka is slightly 
higher than Eexcitation· a in (2.11) will than become: 

(2.12) 
Taking in (2.12) tor Eexcitation the needed energy to excite argon atoms trom 
their ground levels to their first excitation levels, we find an a 3 times higher 
than Ferreira's a (we find an a equal to 4.88 1 0"20 m2 using (2.12) instead of 
1.56 1 o·20 m2 tor argon). 
Using (2.7) and (2.12) with the right correction factor, we have an easy 
procedure to calculate inelastic cross sections tor any kind of atom. For argon 
atoms we have already found that the correction factor equals 0.32. We will 
take tor mercury an correction factor of 0.74. 
The results using the procedure to calculate inelastic cross sections are in 
good agreement with experimental measured cross section of argon and 
mercury by Kenty [Ken50], Philips Research Laboratories [Philips], Krause 
[Kra77] and Hyman [Hym79]. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THEORY 

3.1 I ntroduction 

We start in paragraph 3.2 with the motion of charged particles in an oscillating 
electric field. After an introduetion we discuss first their motion without 
collisions (paragraph 3.2.2). 
In paragraph 3.3 we consider the electromagnetic properties of the OL
plasma. Paragraph 3.3.2 considers the calculation of the electromagnetic field 
in the OL-plasma. In paragraph 3.3.3 we discuss the flux coupling factor, 
which raveals how much of the flux coming out of the inductive coil is shielded 
by the plasma. 
In paragraph 3.4.3 we discuss the moment method in the OL-plasma case 
after a short introduetion in paragraph 3.4.2. The effect of the electric field 
and the method tor solving the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) are 
considered in the paragraphs 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. We discuss the conditions 
under which the EEDF is solved in paragraph 3.4.6. Paragraph 3.4.7 raveals 
the calculation of the collision integral in the BTE. In paragraph 3.4.8 and 
3.4.9 we reveal the distribution functions tor the tail and the bulk of the EEDF. 
In paragraph 3.5 will use the method as used by Ligthartand Keijser [Lig80] 
to account tor deviations trom a Maxwellian shape of the EEDF. The electron 
energy balanceis analysed. 
Paragraph 3.6 is devoted to the calculation of the ionisation coefficient. In 
paragraph 3.6.2 we discuss the used atom model and in paragraph 3.6.3 at 
which energy the tail of the EEDF starts. In paragraph 3.6.4 and further we 
explain the possible ionisation coefficients. These ionisation coefficients are a 
composition of EEDFs and different 'routes' to ionise the atoms. A 
comparison between the composed ionisation coefficients is revealed in 
paragraph 3.6.8. 

3.2 The motion of charged particles in a plasma 

3.2. 1 Introduetion 

A plasma is a partially or fully ionised gas comprising molecules, atoms, ions 
and electrons. 
When the heavy particles temperature is much below the temperature of the 
electrons, one rafers to the type of plasma as cold or low-temperature. When 
both temperatures are al most equal the plasma is called hot or thermal and a 
full ionisation of neutral particles may occur. 
As temperature increases, the number of charged particles will increase. We 
can speak of low and high ionisation degrees, i.e. the concentration of 
charged particles compared with the concentration of neutral particles. 
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The main ditterenee between plasma and gas is the presence of electrans 
and ions (charged particles), by which specific plasma properties appear. 
Plasma is electrically conductive and it therefore interacts with 
electromagnetic fields. 
The interaction of charged particles with electromagnetic fields is determined 
by the Coulomb's and Lorentz's forces: 

(3.1) 
In the absence of external electramagnatie fields, particles in the plasma are 
subject to the chaotic thermal motion. 
In an electric field the charged particles are subject to Coulomb's torces and 
will be accelerated parallel to the field. Collisions cause these charged 
particles to drift with an average velocity. This drift velocity is the basis of the 
conductive current. Owing to the tact that the mass of electrans is much 
smaller than that of ions the contribution of electrans to the current is 
dominant. Therefore we may state that: 

J. = J. =-en v 
-cond -e e - e 

(3.2) 
In an alternating electric field there is apart trom the conduction current a 
polarisation current as well. This polarisation current is generated by shifting 
opposite charges relatively toeach other. The electric moment (polarisation) 
that appears is the orientation of the charged dipoles ( cause by the shifting) 
as an reaction to the effect of the electric field. Because of their high mobility 
the electrans connected with the ions react more quickly to the field variation 
than the ions and are shifted with respect to the ions under the electric field 
effect. Thus, plasma polarisation and polarisation current are determined by 
shifting the electrans relatively to less mobile positive ions at distance re· 
Electric moment and polarisation current are therefore in a full ionised 
plasma: 

- fR I . t' p , , =en r and 1. = poanza IOn 
polanzat1on e -e -polarization at 

(3.3) 
Multiplying ne in this expression with the ionisation degree yields the electric 
moment and ionisation current in the OL-plasma. 
Resuming we may state that the total electric current density j9 in an 
alternating electric field is equal to the sum of conduction and polarisation 
current density. 

3.2.2 The motion of an electron in a periadie electric field 

We will first consider the motion of an electron in a periodic electric field in a 
low density collisionless plasma. At non-relativistic veloeities the magnatie 
force in the Lorentz expression (see 3.1) is negligible compared to the electric 
Coulomb force. 
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In the case of the electromagnetic wavelength being much larger than the 
amplitude of electron asciilation (polarisation) in an asciilating field, we can 
find the equation of motion in that quasi homogeneaus electric field with the 
help of Newton's law: 

dv - . m --=!t = -eE e -loot 
e dt o 

(3.4) 
where the subscript o indicates the amplitude and ro the oscillation-frequency 
of the electric field . 
With proper initia! conditions (at t = 0: re= 0, Y.e = 0) we findas solution: 

(3.5) 
An expression for the current density je can be obtained after multiplying the 
first expression of (3.5) by -ene and an expression for the polarisation current 
density by using expression (3.3). We get: 

2 2 

j = i e ne Ë and j = i e ne Ë 
-Cond m (0 -polarization m (0 

e e 

(3.6) 
The conduction current density and the polarisation current density are shifted 
1t/2 relatively to the asciilating electric field, when no collisions are taken into 
account. 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasmas and their interaction 
with the medium is in general determined by the Maxwell equations. We need 
to consider these laws because the electric and magnetic fields influence the 
motion of the charged particles and these moving particles on the other hand 
influence the generation, dissipation and propagation of these fields. A 
combined description is therefore necessary. 
The relationship between the induction and electromagnetic field strength 
depends on plasma properties and can be found by: 

(3.7) 
A plasma is a non-magnetic medium (i.e. Jlr = 1) with an electric (polarisation) 
moment: 

(3.8) 
In a constant electric field D is proportionaf to the field: P potarization = E0 (Er -l)Ë. 
In an asciilating electric field the reaction of the medium (a moment and a 
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current) eausas (ct. 3.6) a delay with respect to the field. This dependenee is 
considered to be linear. 
The general relationship between the currents of conduction, polarisation and 
displacement is determined by: 

- aP. -. . . . . ao . polanzation aE 
J =J +j +J =J +-=J + +E-
-6 -COnd -POiarization -displacement -COnd at -Cond at O at 

(3.9) 
wbere the last term must not be associated with the motion of charges but 
with the variation of the electric field strength. We see that for constant 
electric fields the current is equal to the conduction current. 
For an oscillating electric field, we have: 

(3.10) 
After comparing expression (3.1 0) with expression (3.6), we find that when no 
collisions are taken into account, the conductivity is imaginary. The 
conduction and polarisation current density account similar for a total 
imaginary current je 

3.2.3 The motion of colliding electrans in a periadie electric field 

Now we con si der the case of a more dense plasma, for which the collisions 
between particles have to be taken into account. We still keep looking at a 
periodic electric field and non-relativistic velocities. 
The energy of an electron changes insignificantly by collisions with heavy 
particles, since me << ma. The influence of such collisions will be 
approximated with the assumption that an uniform distribution of impulse will 
occur by cause of these collisions. In this way the various discrete electron 
impacts can be regarded as a COntinUOUS friction force, Which equals me.Y.e V ea. 
The equation of motion for an electron then becomes: 

(3.11) 
with Vea the electron-atom momenturn transfer collision frequency. Solving 
expression (3.11) with the same initial condition as in (3.5), we find: 

(3.12) 
Multiplying the first expression of (3.12) by -ene and using expression (3.3) for 
the second expression, we find that the total current, which is the sum of 
conduction and polarisation current density: 
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(3.13) 
Gomparing with expression (3.1 0) we find that: 

(3.14) 
When the frequency of collisions is relatively low compared with the frequency 
Of the electromagnetic field (V ea << (J)), then: 

(3.15) 
the electromagnetic field dissipation decreasas with the square of the field
frequency. For ro < roe,plasma reflection of electromagnetic waves occurs (Er < 1). 

For the OL-lamp with a low electric field frequency (v ea >> ro) we find: 

2 
(t) e,plasma 

2 
vea 

(3.16) 
The conductivity (about 102 n·1m-1

) and dielectric permittivity (about one in the 
OL-plasma case taking an ionisation dagree of 0.001) do not depend on the 
electric field frequency. Expression (3.16) equals the DC expression tor the 
conductivity. 
We have seen that tor a constant field the conductivity current equals the total 
current, the current of polarisation disappeared. But according to (3.16) there 
will be some average polarisation in this quasi stationary case where 
(V ea >> ro) if Er iS different from unity. 

3.3 Electromagnetic properties 

3.3.1 Introduetion 

The OL-lamp can beseen as a transtormar with a primary inductive coil in the 
cavity of the bulb and with the plasma as the secondary coil. This 
'transformer' will not be ideal. We are interestad in the leakage of this 
'transformer'. 
In this paragraph we will use the Maxwell laws to find some expressions tor 
the electric and magnatie fields inside the plasma (paragraph 3.3.2). Weneed 
their expression tor the calculation of the flux which is emitted by the intemal 
coil and also tor the flux which is captured by the plasma. The ratio of these 
fluxes is called the flux coupling factor. The calculation of this flux coupling 
factor is given in paragraph 3.3.3. 
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3.3.2 Electromagnetic waves in a conducting plasma 

We can imagine the internal coil of the OL-lamp as an asciilating local source. 
The coil is like an antenna, which emits electromagnetic waves through a 
conducting medium, the plasma. 
We want to describe this system tor a homogeneaus medium, like the OL
plasma (see paragraph 3.4.6). 
The OL-plasma is a low pressure plasma with a relative low ionisation degree. 
The magnetic permeability (equal to J.to) and electric permittivity (equal to Eo) 
can be considered as time independent. The same assumption can be made 
tor the electric conductivity cr. In paragraph 3.2.3, it was found that the cr tor 
the OL-plasma equals almost its DC equivalent. 
Resuming, we may state that all material constants of the plasma time 
independent. 
To describe the electromagnetic waves, we start with Maxwell's equations: 

- - p 
V·E=- Gauss' law 

EO 

- - as 
VxE=-- F d ' I at ara ay s aw 

V·B=O 
- - aË -
V x B = Eollo at+ lloJ Maxwell's law 

where J will be equal to crË. 
Taking the divergence of the last equation, we find: 

ap =-~por p(r,t) = p(r,O)exp(-~tJ 
at EO eo 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
where Eo/cr is the relaxation time tor charge neutrality. In case of the quasi
neutral OL-plasma it is in order of 1 o-13 sec. Because of the quasi neutrality of 
the OL-plasma and the high relaxation rate, we will set the charge density pin 
expression (3.17) equal to zero. 
After taking the rotation of the second equation in (3.17) and after substitution 
of the fourth equation, we find tor the electric field: 

(3.19) 
In the same way, we can find tor the magnetic field: 

(3.20) 
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Both equations (3.19) and (3.20) can be solved by the substitution of 
monochromatic flat wave solutions: 

Ë = Ê0 exp(i(k ·f-rot)) 

8 = 8o exp(i(k ·f-rot)) 

(3.21) 
where k is the propagation vector with magnitude k. Substitution of (3.21) 
leads to a complex propagation constant. 

The real term reflects the propagation of the wave, the imaginary term 
represents the damping caused by the resistance of the plasma. 

(3.22) 

After separating k in its real part k' and its imaginary part k", we can write: 

The wave seems to be attenuated, due toa finite conductivity. 

Ë = Ê0 exp( - k"fi · f)exp(i(k'fi ·f-rot)) 

8 = 8o exp( -k"fi · f)exp(i(k'fi ·f-rot)) 

where fi is the unity vector in the direction of propagation, 
- k n=-

k 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

We define an attenuation constant or skin depth 8 equal to 1 /k". When cr 
equals zero, than k" equals zero and k equals ~E0~0 ro as should be in the 
case of a non conductive medium. 
In case of the OL-plasma, which is a very good conductor, i.e. cr/Eoro >> 1, k' 
equals k" approximately and the typical skin depth 8 equals the order of the 
wavelength. 

(3.25) 
We find a 8 of 3.2 cm in the OL-plasma case (where cris taken equal to 93 
(nmr1 ,i.e. ne = 1019 m-3

, and ro equal to 2.65 MHz). 
Substituting (3.21) into the equations (3.17a), with p=O, and (3.17c), we find 
that: 
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n·Ë =O 0 

n-8 =O 0 

(3.26) 
Using the law of Faraday (expression (3.17b)), we get: 

(3.27) 
This last expression can also be written as: 

(3.28) 
with phase 

We therefore find a transversal wave with Ë and B out of phase. The B field 
follows the Ë field in time, because of the exp(-irot) behaviour in (3.21). In the 
case of the OL-plasma <1> equals rrl4. 
We can calculate a B0 , by knowing Ë0 in (3.28) (where a will betaken equal to 

93 (Qm)'1 ,i.e. ne ""1019 m-3
, and ro equal to 2.65 MHz again). We find a Ba of 

41 mT, by extrapolating the electric field amplitude of 588 vm-1
, which exists 

just inside the bulb (see appendix theory). We expected 588 vm-1 to be an 
overestimation of the electric field amplitude, so an magnatie field amplitude 
of 41 mT will also be an overestimated value. 

But how accurate is the monochromatic flat wave solution, tor the QL-case? 
To solve expressions (3.19) and (3.20) analytically we need to know the 
contiguration geometry of the electromagnetic field inside the plasma. This 
field has a very complicated structure, due to induction of the plasma and the 
use of a finite internal coil. 
Conclusions about the skin depth and the conductivity of the plasma are 
depending on n8 • We therefore need accurate values tor the electron density 
in contiguration space. By knowing the electron density structure in the 
plasma, we know the plasma its damping and conductivity structure. 
The geometry of the electromagnetic field and densities can be calculated 
with the simulation program PLASIMO. This program can be used to verify 
the accuracy of the flat wave solution. First calculations indicate that an 
electron density of 1019 m-3 is a high estimation, meaning that the (real) 
conductivity is less and the skin depth higher. 
Because PLASIMO also calculates coupling factors, a coupling factor was 
calculated with the flat wave solution. In the next paragraph a comparison 
between this value with the PLASIMO output is made. 
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3. 3. 3 The flux coupling factor 

We can calculate the primary flux, coming out of the primary coil, by the 
following expression: 

-
'l'pnmary = 27t J r!B(r)ldr 

a 

(3.29) 
where a is the radius of the cavity in the bulb. The captured flux, which will be 
captured by the OL-plasma, equals: 

R 

'I' captured = 21t f r!B(r)idr 
a 

(3.30) 
where Ris the radius of the bulb. By taking the absolute value of B(r}, the flux 
is averagedover time. 
The flux coupling factor K is defined as the captured flux divided by the 
primary flux. K equals: 

%+1 ( R-a) K = 1- %+
1 
exp --

8
-

(3.31) 
where we find K equals 1 for R ~ oo, and K equals 0 for R=a. In the OL-lamp 
case K equals 0.50 (a equals 0.75 cm and R equals 5.5 cm), while the 
simulation program, PLASIMO, calculates Kvalues between 0.4 and 0.7. 
Note that an electron density lowerthan 1019 m-3

, as indicated by PLASIMO 
output, maans that the skin depth increases and the coup::ng factor 
diminishes. 

The range in the PLASIMO K output is too large and comparison with other 
output parameters is needed. lnvestigation of the radial electromagnetic 
properties and comparison with the simulation program is needed to 
understand the structure of the OL-plasma. By knowing the electron density 
as tunetion of the radius, the conductivity and the skin depth can be 
calculated with much more accuracy. Only then a good comparison between 
the PLASIMO output and the flat wave solution can be made. 
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3.4 The EEDF in an electric field 

3.4. 1 Introduetion 

T o find the EEDF in an electric field we start with the Boltzmann transport 
equation (BTE), which describes how the timedepending energy distribution 
tunetion g of particles in contiguration and velocity space changes in time. 
These changes occur as aresult of collisions with particles of the same or 
other kinds (Sb term), conveetien of particles trom elsewhere (Vr term) or 
acceleration of particles (Vv term). The Boltzmann transport equation is given 
by: 

~ + Vr ·(gy)+ Vv ·(g~) =Sb 

(3.32) 
When we consider only electric and magnatie farces, we get: 

(3.33) 
Assuming that the spatial and velocity dependenee can be separated, which 
is true tor callision dominated or spatially homogeneaus plasmas [Kor91 ], we 
get: 

g(r,y, t) = n(r. t)t(y, t) 

(3.34) 
For the factors in (3.34) the tollowing relations hold: 

I n(r. t )dr = n, 

(3.35a) 
where n equals the total density, and 

I t(y, t)dy = 1 

(3.35b) 
with f(y, t) a contiguration space independent distribution-tunction. The 

Boltzmann transport-equation becomes: 

a(nt) 
~+(Y· Vrn)f +n(~· V})= Sb 

(3.36) 

Note that the inproduct ~·V} on the lhs of expression (3.36) shows that 

charged particles will not get energy from a magnatie field, i.e. ~-yxB and 

(yxB) ·V }(y, t) = o. 
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On indication of the sim u lation program PLASIMO, we will neglect for the OL
lamp the contiguration space gradient term in this equation, so the Boltzmann 
transport-equation for the QL-case becomes: 

(3.37) 

Befere discussing this transport equation for the saveral velocity intervals we 
first consider its integrated form using the moment method. The moment 
method will bring us to the so-called quasi stationary state and isotropy 
conditions. After the moment method we discuss in paragraph 3.4.4 why the 
velocity space gradient in (3.36) can not be neglected in the_QL-case. We 
return to the Boltzmann transport equation in paragraph 3.4.5. 

3.4.2 The moment methad 

In this chapter, we will describe the mass, momenturn and energy transport, 
using the so-called moment method. To find the moment of order c (with c an 
integer), we have to multiply the BTE (3.36) with vc, foliowed by integration 
over velocity space. When using the moment method, vc is averaged over the 
velocity space of the plasma at every position, leading to intermation about 
how the averaged vc is influenced by the various processas in contiguration 
space likeditfusion and convection. 
The zeroth moment gives the mass equation, the first moment the momenturn 
equation and the secend moment the energy equation. 
We will not derive these equations here but discuss their expressions. The 
drift velocity w, which equals: 

(3.38a) 
can be used to write the velocity as the sum of the drift velocity w and thermal 
component Yr• i.e. 

(3.38b) 
The moment method gives for the mass equation [Sijd92]: 

(3.39) 
where Sb represents inelastic collisions withother types of particles only. 
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The momenturn equation reads [Sijd92]: 

mn a;+ mn(w. Vr)w + mnw. vr w + vr . .E + V'rP- mn~ =:I Sbmydy 

(3.40) 
The first, second and third term reprasent the momenturn change of a rnaving 
element in the flow. The fourth term is the viscosity gradient, with 1t a viscosity 
tensor (i.e. friction between particles of the same type). The fifth term reflects 
the pressure gradient and the sixth the influence of extemal farces. The term 
at the rhs, the collision-term, represents the friction with other particles. 
For the energy equation it is found [Sijd92] that: 

aw 1 2 an 3 ap 1 n 2 1 2n 5 n n 
mnw·-+-mw -+--+-nmw· v w +-nmw v ·W+-pv ·W+ v ·q= -at 2 at 2at 2 - r 2 r- 2 r- r-

- mv2 

nqE·W+ J~bdy 
(3.41) 

in which q is the heatflux and where we made use of (3.38b). 
The first three terms are the temporal changes of energy associated with the 
drift, density and pressure, the fourth term represents the convection, the fifth 
and sixth term the work associated with expansion and the seventh term the 
heat conduction. The terms on the right hand side reprasent the energy 
production and loss by the electric field and collisions respectively. 

3.4.3 The moment methad under OL-plasma conditions 

Discussing the momenturn and energy expressions of paragraph 3.4.2 tor 
electrans under QL conditions we neglect the contiguration gradients. 
Because of the low ionisation degree, we expect that the callision term, 
specially the friction with neutral particles (atoms}, will be very important. Note 
that we have found a higher e-a callision frequency than e-e callision 
frequency tor tail electrans (see paragraph 2.3). 
Using the gas law, replacing p by nkT, and Newton's law, giving a=eEim, we 
find tor the electron momenturn equation, neglecting gradient terms: 

(3.42) 
where Sb is replaced by Sea because of the dominant e-a collis ion frequency. 
Lets try to find a simple expression tor the collis ion term 

f SeameyedYe · 
For convenianee we expect that in an e-a callision the electron will loose all its 
momentum. This means that in a centre of mass system an electron will 
transfer a momenturn J..LeaY (with 1.1 the reduced mass and y the relative 
velocity) to an atom. Because the atoms in the plasma are much heavier JleaY 
almast equals meYe· Therefore the callision term equals -n6 m8 (Vea +Veainel)we 
with We the average electron drift. 
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Replacing a jat by iro, we can rewrite equation (3.42) into: 

eË w = -----:--:-
-e (' inel) me lffi + V ea + V ea 

(3.43) 

Since Vea +V aainel >> ro whereas Vea >> ro, even in the tail, we can simplify 
expression (3.43) and write: 

(3.44) 
or 

j = crË 

where the conductivity equals: 

n e2 

cr = --..::.e_ 

mevea 

Expression (3.43) means that due to high friction the drift velocity will follow 
the oscillating electric field immediately. Th is applies for bulk- as well for tail-

electrons. lt means that when the electric field oscillates like E0cosrot, the drift 

oscillates in phase with the field, i.e. as We = w0 cosrot. There is no force shift. 
Now the energy balance equation (3.41) will be studied. To simplify the 
energy balance we neglect the gradient terms. As a consequence the balance 
reduces to: 

a K - E- I me v! s d ne at e - ne . We + -2- ea V e 

(3.45) 
in which Ka is the mean electron energy under study and ne is expected to be 

time independent. Using expression (3.44) and substituting E=E0cosrot, we 
may write this expression as: 

(3.46) 

with Ka the mean heavy particles energy and v6 the energy loss frequency. 
Neglecting the energy of the heavy particles, we get: 

(3.47) 

with <pe equal to: 
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2ro 
<p e = arctanve 

We first consider this energy balance expression tor the bulk tor which 
ve = l(ea V ea and Kea V ea << (J). Defining: 

E -EO 
elf- .J2 

we can reduce (3.47) tor the bulk into: 

2E2 
K = e elf 

e 2 
meKea Vea 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 
which states that the kinatic energy is not able to follow the field oscillations. 

The angle <i>e has a relativa magnitude of rr/2 and lags in phase with respect to 
the electric field. 
To show that the plasma is isotropie we compare expression (3.49) in which 
we replace Ka by Yzmev: and expression (3.44) tor W9 • We obtain: 

we::::; vr.JK:: 
(3.50) 

Th is means that tor ions, where Kïa ::::; 1, there will be strong anisotropic 
behaviour and it is expected that Ti= Ta. lt means very low anisotropy tor 
electrons, where Kea << 1, and Te > Ta· We make use of this low anisotropy to 
solve the Boltzmann transport equation in paragraph 3.4.5. 
Now we consider the energy balance expression tor the tail tor which 
ve ::::; v::1 

::::; ro. More precisely, tor argon, as given in section 2.3.3: 

( v;:r t ~ Q45 

This implies that the oscillating part of expression (3.48) cannot be neglected 
and therefore the relation: 

(3.51) 
holds, in which Kt refers to the energy of tail-electrons. Since the tail-electron 
energy Kt is directly related to the excitation frequency in argon, we might 
expect that an oscillating Kt will be reflected in the level densities of argon. In 
chapter tour the 4s and 4p level densities of argon are measured in time to 
verify if oscillations in Kt occur. 
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For mercury we found (see paragraph 2.3.3): 

( 
inel) V: Hg:::: 0.015 

which is so small that Kt for the 'mercury-EEDF-tail' (i.e. that párt of the EEDF 
where electrens have an energy E > E12 of mercury) will be time independent, 
meaning that the 'mercury ionisation coefficient' is time independent too. 

3.4.4 The influence of the electric field and anisotropy 

Under the influence of electromagnetic torces the distribution tunetion of 
charged particles may deviate from equilibrium. 
In the OL-plasma, the neutral particles will be in close contaet with the wallof 
the lamp and are unaffected by the electromagnetic forces. The average 
energy of the electrens will be higher than that of the atoms, because of the 
low argon pressure (see paragraph 2.3.2). The neutral energy distribution is 
expected to be closer to equilibrium and will have a temperature close to that 
of the wal I. 
The condition under which the electric field strength substantially effects the 
electron energy can now be determined using expression (3.46). Using this 
energy balance expression, we obtain the condition fora small electric field 
effect on the average energy <Ka-Ka> << <Ka> = kT 9 • Therefore if the 
condition 

(3.52) 
is satisfied, the averaged velocity of the electrens will exceed considerably the 
averaged energy of the atoms according to expression (3.46). 
Using condition (3.52) to examina if the electrens in the OL-plasma are 
substantially influenced by the electric field, we find such an influence 
because E is larger than Einfluence = 10 Vm-1 (Vea=3 109 Hz, Kea=2.7 10-5 and 
T9=1 eV; see the appendix for the calculation of E). 
Resuming, we may state: 
1. The angle between electric field and systematic velocity We is negligible, 

which means that the electrens follow the electric field instantaneously in a 
steady-state-like way. 

2. The amplitude of the systematic velocity is very small compél:red to the 
thermal velocity. The plasma remains very isotropic, due tothefact that Kea 
<< 1. 

3. For the bulk the thermal energy is unable to follow electric field power 
oscillations, which implies that the energy supplied to the electrens per 
volume can be expressed in E!«. 

4. The same applies for the 'mercury-tail' (i.e. that part of the EEDF where 
electrens have an energy E > E12 of mercury). 

5. For the 'argon-tail' (E > E12 of argon) we might expect a temporal 
behaviour. Th is is investigated experimentally in chapter four. 
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3.4.5 The methad tor solving the BTE 

Using the results of paragraph 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, we are now able to specity the 
Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) tor the electrans in the OL-plasma (3.37) 
in a more specific way. 
In paragraph 3.4.4 it was found that the term associated with electron motions 
due to velocity gradients can not be neglected, because of the substantial 
influence of the electric field. 
In paragraph 3.4.3 it was found that the OL-plasma is nearly isotropie and the 
quasi steady state condition is fulfilled. This means that in expression (3.37) 
we can replace the asciilating electric field strength by its equivalent DC 
strength Eett and neglect the time derivative of the distribution f as long as we 
forget about the argon tail. • 
Therefore the Boltzmann transport-equation tor electrans becomes: 

-n eËett . V f = S 
e m V b 

e 

(3.53) 

in which ~ = -eEett /me has been used. 
When the deviation of the distribution tunetion trom the Maxwellian 
distribution is small, the solution of the kinatic equation, the BTE, can be 
found by the method of successive approximations. When using this method 
the distribution tunetion f is represented as a power expansion of the 
parameter generating the deviation trom equilibrium. In the OL-plasma this 
deviation is determined by the electric field E. We have in genera!: 

(3.54) 
The first term of the expansion fo is the equilibrium (Maxwellian) distribution, 
the second term f1 depends linear on E, the third term f2 depends quadratic 
on E, etc. Substitution of (3.53) in the BTE yields a sequence of equations of 
increasing order of smallness. The series are corrections on the spherical part 
of the Maxwellian distribution as well describes the anisotropy of the 
distribution tunetion due to deviations trom equilibrium. 
The successive approximation method is inapplicable in situations of large 
deviations trom equilibrium as can be expected in the tail of the EEDF in the 
OL-lamp. For calculation of the OL-EEDF we can better use successive 
approximation expansion in parameters characterising the anisotropy, which 
is very low as shown in paragraph 3.4.3. With small anisotropy we can restriet 
ourselves to the first two terms: fo and f1. 
The electric field determines the only isolated direction. According, the 
electron distribution tunetion may depend only on the velocity and the angle <1> 

between the direction of the velocity and the electric field. The dependenee 
on the angle <J>, which is due to anisotropy, must be very low. Therefore it is 
natura! to reprasent this dependenee as an expansion in orthogonal Legandre 
polynomials Pn(cosq>): 
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~ 

f(Ye) = Itn(ve)P0 (COS<j>) 
n=O 

(3.55) 
where the functions fn depend only on the velocity. By substttuting the 
expansion (3.55) into the BTE it is easy to get a system of coupled equations 
tor the functions fn(v9). Each of them is obtained by multiplying the BTE by 
one of the polynoms Pn(cos<j>) and integrating over all the values of cos<j>. The 
first two termsof the sum in (3.55) contain the polynoms Po= 1 and P1 = 
cos<j>. With small anisotropy we can restriet ourselves to these two terms. 
Then we have, defining the z-axis parallel to the electric field: 

(3.56) 
trom which we can see that fo defines the average electron energy and is 
therefore called the isotropie component, and f1 defines the average electron 
velocity and is therefore called the directed component. 
In order to obtain the equations tor fo and f1 we substitute the sum of (3.56) in 
the BTE (3.53) and get 

-ne eEeff _i__[f
0
(Ve)+cos<j>f1(ve)]= 

me avz 

-ne eEeff [i+ cos <I> ato + cos2 <j>v e _i__(iJJ = Sb 
me ve ave ave ve 

(3.57) 
where the z-axis is taken parallel to the electric field. Equations tor f0 and f1 
are now obtained by multiplying expression (3.57b) by dcos<j> resp. cos<j>dcos<j> 
and integrating term by term over all the values of cos<j> trom -1 to 1 . As a 
result of integration the terms proportion to cos<j> resp. independent of <P and 
proportional to cos2<j> vanish. The equations take the form: 

-ne eEell [i+! V e _i__(iJJ = S~ 
me ve 3 ave ve 

and 

-n eEell [ ato ] = St 
e m av b 

e e 

where the following notation is introduced: 

1 f+l S~ =- Sbdcos <!> 2 -1 

I 3 f+l Sb = - Sb cos <j>d cos<!> 2 -1 

(3.58a) 

(3.58b) 

(3.58c) 
Simultaneous salution of expressions (3.58a) and (3.58b) makes it possible to 
find both f0 and f1. 
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Assuming that we can take only e-a collisions into account, because of the 
very low iqnisation degree of the QL-pla~ma at a Te of 1 eV, we set Sb equal 
to Sea+Sea1nel, with Sea the el ast ie and Seamel the inelastic electron-atom ( e-a) 
callision integrals. Note further that the electron-electron (e-eJ çollisions do 
not fulfil the criteria for the Maxwellization of the total EEDF [Mul86] (see also 
paragraph 3.5. and the Discussion chapter 5). In the appendix at the end of 
this chapter you can find the derivation of the e-a callision integrals. 
In the next paragraph we will derive the homogeneaus component fo of the 
distribution tunetion for the bulk. 

3.4.6 The bulk of the EEDF 

In this paragraph the distribution tunetion in the velocity ra.1ge Ve < v1 (i.e. the 
excitation velocity corresponding to E1 2) is determined. For this we use 
expressions (3.58) without the inelastic callision term but add to it the term q, 
which describes the arrival of electrans into the bulk as a result of inelastic 
collisions in the tail. Expressions (3.58) become for the bulk: 

eEe11 [ f1 1 a ( f1 )] _ eEe11 [ a ( 2f )] _ Keane a [ 3f ] -n ---+-V-- =-n -V -----V V +q 
e 3 e av V e 3m V2 av e 1 2V2 av ea e 0 

me V e e e e e e e e 
(3.59a) 

and 

(3.59b) 
The equation for the isotropie distribution tunetion component is found by 
substituting equation (3.59b) into (3.59a): 

(3.60) 
After multiplying this equation by 41tVe2dve and integrating it from zero to Ve, 
we obtain: 

(3.61a) 
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where a is defined as: 

a = 47t lv. 2d qve ve n o e 

(3.61 b) 
The 1 in fo1 indicates that we are dealing with the bulk. The first term on the 
lhs signifies the influence of the electric field creating anisotropy. The three in 
equation (3.61 a) is due to direction insensitivity of energy in an isotropie 
plasma. The second term are elastic energy transfer collisions. These 
collisions are the energy loss mechanism for the bulk. The a on the rhs 
signifies the inelastic collided electrans coming from the tail. These electrans 
have lost almast all their energy by an inelastic callision and drop into the 
bulk. Therefore it is found, with fo2 the tail of the EEDF, that:. 

(3.61c) 
which is the number of inelastic electran-atorn collisionsper second. 
To solve (3.61 a) we first neglect the a term, to find the following type of 
equation: 

with a Maxwell-like salution and where Eett is replaced by Tb according to the 
following equation, which we shall call the 'identification relation' : 

(3.62) 
The Maxwellian distribution fo1 equals: 

( m J~ ( m v
2 J f V - e ex --8 

-
8 

OI( e)- 27tkTb p 2kTb 

(3.63) 
which is already normalised. 
Equation (3.62) shows that the bulk temperature is the same as would be 
found using the energy balance (3.49) of paragraph 3.4.3 for a quasi
stationary bulk after setting Ka equal to 3/2kT b· lt should be noted although 
electron collisions are not included a Maxwell-like distribution is obtained. This 
is due to the fact that the elastic callision frequency is supposed to be velocity 
independent, so that electron collisions are not needed to equalise deviations 
from Maxwell. lf the elastic callision frequency would scale proportional to the 
electron velocity (i.e. the crosssectionis velocity independent) the distribution 
would be Druyvesteijnian. 
Solving equation (3.61 a) we find for the homogenous distri bution tunetion of 
the bulk [Gol80]: 
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with 

and B a constant. 

A= 3Qm;vea 
47tnee2E;11 

3.4. 7 The tail of the EEDF 

(3.64) 

The distribution tunetion in the velocity range Ve > v1 is now determined. Using 
the Collision term expressions (8° 81 so,ineland sl,inel) as expressed in the ea• ea• ea ea 
appendix of this chapter, expression (3.58a) bacomes for the tail equal to: 

neeEe11 [ f1 1 a ( f1 )] _ neme a ( 3 f ] ïnelf ---"-----'::..:... -+-V - - -----V V -n V 
m V 3 e av V V2m av e ea o e ea o e e e e ea e 

(3.65a) 
On the rhs we find the electron energy loss mechanisms. These are elastic 
and inelastic collisions in energy is exchanged. In the tail of the EEDF the 
inelastic energy collisions dominate the energy losses. The inelastic colliding 
electron is removed from the tail and enters the bulk. 
On the lhs we find that the energy induction acts upon the anisotropic flux. 
The three in equation (3.65a) is due to direction insensitivity of energy in an 
isotropie plasma. 
Expression (3.58b) bacomes for the tail equal to: 

(3.65b) 
On the rhs we find the anisotropy destruction mechanisms and on the lhs how 
anisotropy is created by the electric field. The elastic collisions dominate the 
anisotropy destruction in the tail of the EEDF. 
When we consider only the dominant collision termsin (3.65a) and (3.65b) 
(. inelf f ) f" d· 1.9. -ne V ea 0 resp. -ne V ea 1 , We In . 
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eEett dfo - f f - eEett dfo 
- V ea I Or I - _...::::!,_ 

me ave mevea ave 
. (3.66b) 

because KeaVea << Veamer << Vea (see paragraph 2.3.3 Kea = 2.1·1 o·\ We can 
find a salution tor the isotropie EEDF fo of the tail by substituting (3.66b) into 
(3.66a). We get: 

e
2
E!tt ( 2 a a

2 
Jt _ inelf --=- --+-- -V 

3m!vea ve ave ave2 0 ea 0 

(3.67) 
Neglecting the first derivative because we are dealing with tast rnaving tail
electrons we find the solution: 

f ( ) f ( ) 
( 

.J3me vJ. ineld J o2 Ve = o2 VI exp --- VeaVea Ve 
eEeff VI 

(3.68) 
where the 2 in fo2 indicates the tail part of the EEDF and f02 (v1) is constant. 
In accordance with Galant [Gol80], Ferreira and Loureiro [Fer83] and Bandel 
and Golden [Bandel] we take the elastic callision frequency independent of 
the electron velocity. For the inelastic callision frequency we will use the work 
of Ferreira and Loureiro [Fer83]. We use the inelastic callision frequency of 
(2.8). We already discussed the callision frequencies in paragraph 2.3.3. 
After integration of (3.68) using the mentioned callision frequencies, an 
approximation tor the homogenous distribution tunetion tor the tail of the 
EEDF fo2 is found: 

f ( ) = f ( ) (- 3a.n8 V ea Yz me v! J o2 V e o2 V 1 exp 
VI eEeff 

(3.69) 
Th is expression is derived in appendix 'The tail of the EEDF'. Th is tunetion is 
in good agreement with fo2 as found by Ferreira and Loureiro [Fer83]. 
When we define a tail temperature equal to: 

kT, = _v__"l_eEett 
3a.navea 

(3.70) 
we can write (3.69) as a tunetion of the tail temperature. The deviation of the 
tail trom Maxwell can be accounted tor by giving the tail of the EEDF a 
separated lower temperature Tt. 

(3.71) 
Th is is in agreement to the methad used in the two-electron group model (2-
EGM) by Ligthart and Keijser [Lig80]. 
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Expression (3.70) states that the energy gained by the field acceleration is 
used for inelastic processes. The energy transfer to heavy particles by means 
of elastic collisions is neglected. We can show this as follows, by using 
expressions which will be derived in paragraph 3.5. 
The inelastic decay rate of the tail population may be expressed as: 

where we made use of the inelastic cross section formula (2.7). The 
integrated tail population can be approximated by: 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 
The electric field creates a ditfusion and a corresponding flux in velocity 
space. The production of tail-electrons by the field can be expressed by 
[Lig80]: 

(3.74) 
where r denotes the created flux and 

(3.75) 
When production equals the inelastic loss processas of tail-electrons, we 
have: 

(3.76) 
which e4uation is explained in paragraph 3.5. Solving expression (3.76) leads 
to the same tail temperature (3.70) as when solving the BTE with the 
successive approximation method. 

We proceed with the continuity condition and normalisation for the EEDF 
depends. The continuity condition f01 (v1) = f02 (v1) raveals that B in (3.64) 
equals 

(3.77) 
This continuity condition has also been used by Vriens [Vri78] and Golant 
[Gol80]. 
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For normalisation we made use of the tact that 

~ VI 

4rrJt0 (V6 )v!dve =4rrJf01 (V6 )v!dve = 1 
0 0 

(3.78) 
For the aL-lamp we find no significant d!fference between the EEDF salution 
(3.62) and the Maxwellian distribution salution tor the bulk. We can therefore 
neglect the souree a. The electrans which leave the tail after an inelastic 
callision with an atom will enter the bulk but they are incapable to deviate the 
bulk of the EEDF trom a Maxwellian EEDF. 
Using (3.62) and (3.77), we get: 

(3.79) 
where we used the approximation of the integral in (3.62) as proposed by 
Galant [Gol80]. We find that fo2(V1} equals 

f (v ) = e exp _ _g_ - exp _g_ [( m )x ( E ) a J ( E ) 
02 I 27tkTb kTb 27tKea V ea v:ne kT, 

(3.80) 
Wh en we expect that every inelastic callision leads to the creation of one 
extra electron, we find tor the ionisation coefficient Scr defined as 

S a 4 ~f f ( ) inel 2d 
er = -- = 1t V e o2 V e 0' ea V e V e 

nena Vt 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 
This ionisation coefficient is only slightly different trom 

(3.83) 
obtained by neglecting the souree a. We can campare de ionisation 
coefficients as expressed in (3.82) and (3.83) with an ionisation coefficient 
obtained by taking a complete Maxwellian EEDF at temperature Tb· The 
Maxwellian Scr equals: 
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( )2( )Yz _ 4 kTb me E12 scr.Maxwell- 37tVla. - exp--
E12 27tkTb kTb 

(3.84) 
Note that the ionisation coefficient Scr in (3.82) and (3.83), using expression 
(3.70) tor Tt, can also be written as: 

S _ 3 4 (kT, )
2
( me )Yz [l 3kTb l-1 

El2 - 7tV a.- +-- exp--
cr I EI2 27tkTb 2EI2 kTb 

resp. 

(3.85) 
where Tt can be expressed in Tb (and vice versa) . These different ionisation 
coefficients all have a common shape. 

3.5. The integrated EEDF 

In this paragraph we will use the method as described by Ligthart and Keijser 
[Lig80] to account tor deviations trom a Maxwellian shape of the EEDF. The 
analyse will start with the partiele balance instead of the electron energy 
balance as used by Ligthart and Keijser. 
We assume tor the OL-plasma the following conditions: 
1 . The plasma is atomie such that the inelastic processas can only be 

executed with (tail-)electrons of energy E > E12· 
2. kT a<< E12· This means that the tail contains a very limited amount of 

energy and fraction of electrons. We neglect also its number density and 
energy content. The power related to the inelastic processas of tail
electrons is assumed to be substantial and is therefore not neglected. 

3. The bulk of the EEDF (E < E12) is not effected by the tail depletion. 
where E12 is the excitation energy of the first excited state of the dominant 
species, i.e. the electron supplier (mercury). 
The population conservation fof tail-electrons in the QL case can be written in 
the form: 

(3.86) 
which is a time independent treatment of how to populate the tail. F02 equals 
the integrated tail population. 

Fo2 = r- f(E)dE 
Je12 

We recognise two tail-electron production terms: 
(3.87) 

1. Pc the Coulomb heating. Note that this term is realised by e-e collisions of 
two bulk electrons. 
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These production terms are in equilibrium with three destruction terms: 
1. Coulomb cooling Fo2Dc. This are e-e collisionsof tail with bulk electrons 

leading to two bulk-electrons. 
2. elastic energy transfer to heavy particles (argon and meroory atoms) 

Fo2De1 
3. and inelastic energy transfer to heavy particles F02Dinel· 

In the case of Maxwell equilibrium we have: 

(3.88) 
i.e. e-e collision producing tail-electrons equals the e-e collision destruction of 
tail-electrons. 
The last equation is true because of condition three. 

In the following the various quantities of equation (3.86) will be discussed by 
using the two electron group model (2EGM) [Lig80]. This model is basedon 
the assumption that bulk and tail obey a Maxwellian distribution, each withits 
own temperature. For the bulk we have: 

(3.89) 
with Tb the bulk temperature and for the tail 

(3.90) 
with Tt the tail temperature and E12 the treshold energy, such that continuity 
condition 

(3.91) 
is satisfied. The normalisation condition however is violated. According to 
condition two this is of minor importance. 
The only parameters needed to describe the EEDF are Tb and Tt. Using 
condition two we can set Tb equal to T 9 , which is the temperature one usually 
defined as the electron temperature. The proper value for the tail 
temperature, which is a measure of the degree of depletion in the tail, is 
obtained from the partiele balance of the two electron groups (equation 3.86). 
Using condition two, we use the following approximations 

(3.92) 
and 
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(3.93) 

This implies that: 

(3.94) 
The electric field creates a ditfusion and a corresponding flux in velocity 
space. This can be expressed by [Lig80]: 

whit r denoting the created flux. The production equals the flux at the 
threshold. 

(3.95) 

The stepwise destructien rate can be obtained realising that the decay time 
equals the tail content over the threshold flux: 

(3.96) 
The reciproke of 't gives the decay rate D. 

(3.97) 
When tail-electrons collide with bulk electrons, they will decelerate and may 
enter the bulk. The e-e cellision freq'Uency equals: 

v = 2nnee4 ~lnAE-% 
ee (4 )2 m lrt:o e 

in which lnA is the coulomb logarithm. 
Using this equation in expression (3.97), we get the coulomb decay: 

D = E12vee(E12) = 2nne~4 {IInA 
c kT, (47rt:

0
) kT1 V~ 

For the rate of elastic energy transfer to heavy particles the expression 
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is used. We get tor theelastic decay rate: 

(3.101) 

The inslastic decay is not a stepwise process. We expect that most of the tail
electrons will enter the bulk after an inslastic collision. We neglect tail 
electrans with energies E > 2E12 . Using condition three, we neglect the 
influence of inslastic decaying tail-electrons on the bulk. 
We may write tor the inslastic decay rate: 

D. =< vinel >= n < <J'inelv > 
1n ea a ea 

(3.1 02) 
Lets take tor the inslastic cross section the Ferreira formula (2.7). Making use 
of approximation (3.93), we get: 

(3.1 03) 
The partiele balance will now further be discussed. We introduce first certain 
ratios. We define a as: 

and bas: 

D a=-c 
oeq 

c 

(3.1 04) 

(3.1 05) 
Note that D~q = Dc(Tb) and that F;i = F02 (Tb). Therefore a and bare equal to: 

(3.106) 
and a times b equals 1. 
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Rewrite expression (3.86) into: 

(3.107) 
where we used expression (3.88). We find that: 

(3.1 08) 
We get, using that a times b equals 1, which implies 

(3.109) 
that: 

(3.11 0) 
Equation (3.1 0&) means that DcFo2 is independent of the tail electron 
temperature. lndeed F02-Tt and Dc-1fTt. A lower tail temperature means that 
the depletion of the tail bacomes larger but also that the tail-electrons are on 
average nearer to the bulk. The average tail energy bacomes closer to E12· lt 
bacomes therefore easier to remave an electron trom the tail to the bulk by an 
e-e collision. Note that the decay time 't is linear to the ratio kTtiE12· Th is ratio 
expressas the average distance of tail electrans to the bulk. 
Expression (3.1 09) will hold too when the approximations of (3.92) and (3.93) 
are not used, because the depletion of the tail is expressed in Tt and a 
changing Tt is the souree of the change in De. 
The energy balance expression (3.11 0) states that the tail temperature can be 
obtained trom the partiele balance (3.86) neglecting the e-e callision terms. 
By imposing expression (3.90), we demanded already a Maxwellian 
distribution for every velocity-interval in the tail. So a Maxwellian distribution 
will certainly be found tor the integrated tail popuiatien Ft, as expressed in 
(3.110). 
In the (total) EEDF there is only one extraordinary point, i.e. E12. One could 
therefore expect to find a depletion because Maxwell no langer holds across 
this point but in the tail there is no reason to deviate trom Maxwell. Note that: 

(3.111) 
which is << 1 in the OL-case. 
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3.6 The ionisation coefficient 

3. 6. 1 Introduetion 

In this section a study is made of the ionisation coefficient tor the QL-plasma, 
with an argon pressure of 33 Pa. We will use the expressions tor the 
ionisation coefficients of paragraph 3.4. 
Paragraph 3.6.2 deals with simplified argon and mercury models, introducing 
the pressnee of saveral ionisation 'routes'. 
We can further choose the excitation energy of argonor mercury as the 
velocity at which the tail of the EEDF will begin. Paragraph 3.6.3 introduces 
the relevant EEDFs. 
We are now able to create saveral ionisation coefficients using the different 
ionisation 'routes' and EEDFs. This is done in the paragraphs 3.6.4 till3.6.7. 
The main characteristics of these models will be examined in these 
paragraphs. A comparison between the composed ionisation coefficients is 
made in paragraph 3.6.8. 

3. 6.2 The a torn model 

A model is employed tor the gas atoms (mercury and argon) in the OL
plasma based on the following assumptions: 
1. Only electrans with sufficient energy E, that is E > E12 are able to excite an 

atom which may ionise afterwards. 
2. The energy gap E12 is larger than the electron temperature i.e. E12 > kTe. 
3. Only effective levels are taken into account. These are grouped levels of 

almast the same energy. We refer tothem as the first, second etc. 
excitation level. 

4. lonisation after excitation to the first excited level will be considered only. 
Direct ionisation will be ignored. 

5. Twice or higher ionised atoms are not taken into account. 
6. An atom in its first excited level can be ionised directly trom this level or 

step wise. We expect that excitation to the first level is the 'battle neck' of 
the ionisation processes. In the case of step wise excitation, we expect 
that after the atom has been excited to the second excitation level it will be 
ionised surely. 

7. The argon and mercury gas is a Penning mixture [Mas79]. Therefore the 
probability that a mercury atom is ionised by a Penning callision excists 
and must be taken into account. 
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tigure 3. 1: The relevant levels in the atomie models (+ is the ion-level) 

In the next section the main characters of four ionisation models wilt be 
descri bed. 

3.6.3 The kink in the EEDF and the colfision frequencies 

In section 2.3.2 the EEDF was separated into a bulk and tail. Tail-electrons 
are electrons with energy higher than the first excitation gap, i.e. E > E12• 

Such an electron can excite the relevant atom to its first excitation level. 
lnelastic collisions occur with argon and mercury atoms. Due tothese 
inelastic collisions the EEDF kinks. The energy at which the EEDF kinks can 
be chosen equal to the first excitation gap E12 of argonor mercury or both. 
This implies that three type of EEDFs can be obtained: 

1 . An EEDF with the tail starting at the first excitation level of argon (i.e. at 
11.548 eV.) 

2. An EEDF with the tail startingat the first excitation level of mercury (i.e at 
4.67 eV.) 

3. An EEDF with the tail starting at the first excitation level of mercury and 
kinks once more at the first excitation level of argon. 

The last EEDF model is expected to give the best description but it is also the 
most complicated model. 
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In the models the EEDF of the bulk f01 is assumed to be Maxwellian, whereas 
the tail f02 is taken equal to (section 3.4.7): 

( 
..J3an v v m v 11m v

2 J ( K J f (V ) = f (V ) SXp _ a I ea e I 12 e e = f (V ) SXp __ e 
o2 e o2 1 29E E o2 I kT 

elf 12 t 

(3.112) 
in Which the elastic COllision frequency V ea is taken velocity independent and 
the inelastic collisioncross section is represented by formula (2.7). The tail is 
always underpopulated compared to the extrapolated Maxwellian bulk. 

We are now able to create saveral ionisation coefficients using the different 
ionisation 'routes' and EEDFs. In the next sections we discuss some possible 
models. 

3.6.4 The 'single Ar-kink' model 

In the 'single Ar-kink' model we neglect the presence of mercury atoms in the 
OL-plasma with a argon-pressure of 33 Pa. Only electron-argon collisions are 
considered. The elastic callision frequency is taken equal to 3 109 Hz (see 
paragraph 2.3.3). The kink is located at 11.548 eV, i.e. the threshold energy 
to excite argon into its 4s level. 
In first instanee we assume that all excitation processas lead to ionisation. 
This is justified since the two not meta-stabie levels in the 4s group are 
resonant levels tor which the radiation generated by their decay will be re
absorbed immediately. This means we can do as if the 4s group consistsof 4 
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meta-stabie levels. Therefore the ionisation coefficient is set equal to the 
excitation coefficient tor excitations to the 4s levels, which according to (3.82) 
equals: 

s - s - 31tV4 a ~ e 1 + __ b ex - _!1.. 
(

kT )
2

( m )~[ 3kT. ]-t E 
cr,Ar - 12,Ar - !,Ar Ar El2 21tkTb 2E

12 
P kTb 

(3.113) 
with Tb the bulk (1 eV), Tt the tail temperature, a the callision parameter (see 
paragraph 2.3.4) and E1 2=1/2mev12 equals the threshold energy of an argon 
atom (i.e. 11.548 eV). 

3.6.5 The 'single Hg-kink' model tor argon/mercury 

The 'single Hg-kink' model tor argon/mercury is quite similar to the 'single Ar
kink' model with mercury in the role of argon. The kink of the EEDFis now 
located at 4.67 eV. The role of argon atoms remains important because an 
electron has a much higher probability to collide with an argon atom than with 
a mercury atom (i.e. Vea,argon >> Vea,mercury) and electrans transfer energy more 
efficient to argon atoms than to mercury atoms (i.e. Kea,argon >> Kea,mercury). The 
elastic energy callision frequency KeaVea can therefore betaken equal to that 
of argon. Th is means that Vea equals 3 109 Hz tor the bulk and 2.7 107 Hz tor 
the tail (see paragraph 2.3.3). Due to the behaviour of the cross sectien of 
argon, we use two different values tor theelastic callision frequency when 
dealing with a short bulk. (lt stops already at 4.67 eV). 
In this model it is assumed that all processas exciting mercury lead to 
ionisation. This is nota good assumption, because mercury atoms will also 
emit the streng 253.7 nm radiation. Anyway, to get an estimation, the 
ionisation coefficient is set equal to the excitation coefficient tor excitations to 
the first excitation level. We find the ionisation coefficient equals: 

(
kT )

2

( )~[ ]-t S _ S _ 3 4 t.H9 me 1 3kTb E12 1tV a -- +-- ex --
cr.H9 - 12,Hg - 1,Hg Hg E 2 kT. 2E p kT. 

12 1t b 12 b 

(3.114) 
with Tb the bulk (1 eV), Tt the tail temperature, a the collis ion parameter (see 
paragraph 2.3.4) and E1 2=1/2mev1 2 equals the threshold energy of an mercury 
atom (i.e. 4.67 eV). 

Camparing the ionisation coefficient Scr,Ar of the 'single Ar-kink' model with 
that of the 'single Hg-kink' model tor argon/mercury, we find that the Scr,Ar tor 
pure argon is steeper and has lower val u es as a tunetion of Tb than the Scr,Hg 
tor the argon/mercury plasma. This is due to the tact that it is more ditticuit to 
excite argon than mercury. Note that bath the ionisation coefficients in the 
'Single kink' models behave like: 

S E12 -exp-
cr kT. 

b 
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which is familiar to an ionisation coefficient calculated using a total Maxwellian 
EEDF (see paragraph 3.4.7). 

3.6.6 The extended 'single Hg-kink' model tor argon/mercury 

In this paragraph a third 'single kink' model which is more complicated than 
the rnadeis of the previous sections will be introduced. The kink of the EEDF 
is expected to be located at 4.67 eV. 
Certain ratios can be considered which contain information about which part 
of the excited argon and mercury atoms is ionised finely. The plasma 
ionisation coefficient becomes now equal to: 

n 
8cr = ratiO Ar '812,argon + n Hg ratiOHg . 812,mercury 

Ar 
(3.115) 

defined in such a way that nenAr8cr equals the total number of ionisation 
processas per unit of volume and time. Here nAr is the argon density and nHg 
the mercury density. The ratios give the probability that an excitation leads to 
an ionisation. For the argon ratio we take into account that an argonatomin 
its first excited level can emit a photon (A21), can collide with a mercury atom 
leading to a Penning callision (VAr-Hg) and can be ionised step wise (823) or 
directly (82+). We recognise two different ratios for argon: 

(3.116a) 
and 

(3.116b) 
to distinguish the step wise (s) and directly (d) ionisation 'route'. 
For the mercury ratio one should realise that a mercury atom in its first 
excitation level can emit a photon (A21) or can be ionised step wise (823) or 
directly (82+)· Again we campose two ratios: 

(3.117a) 
and 

(3.117b) 
due to the same reason as for the argon ratios. 
The used A21 parameter values are 1 05 Hz for argon and 8 1 06 Hz for mercury 
[Han95]. A Penning frequency of 1.374 104 Hz [Ben93] is used, which is 
basedon a mercury density of 8 1020 m-3. lf bulk-electrans are responsible for 
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excitation/ionisation of the atom, the excitation coefficients 8 23 and 82+ are 
calculated using: 

Otherwise if tail-electrons are responsibis for excitation/ionisation of the atom, 
the excitation coefficients are calculated using (see paragraph 3.4.7}: 

In these expressions we have to replace E1 2 (and the corresponding v1) by 
E23 resp. E2+· We are in fact now using the inelastic cross section formula 
(2.7) for other transitions than E1 2. In paragraph 2.3.4 we saw that we can use 
this formula in general for inelastic collisions by giving the inelastic callision 
parameter, a, a special role. 
The 8 12 excitation coefficient of the atoms differ only in the used value for 
<latom and excitation velocity v1,atom caused by the difference in excitation 
energy acquired to excite the relevant atom (see paragraph 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). 
For the calculation of the tail temperature Tt (using expression 3.70) and the 
excitation energy E12 mercury values must be used, because it are mercury 
atoms which cause the depletion of the tail. In this model the depletion 
caused by argon atoms is nottaken into consideration. We get (see 
paragraph 3.4.7): 

8 3 4 kT1 me 
2 

1 
3kTb E12 ( J

2( Jx[ J-1 - 'rol a - +-- ex --
12 - l,atom atom El2 27tkTb 2EI2 p kTb 

(3.118) 
where 'atom' indicated the relevant atom. The 'single Hg-kink' model for 
argon/mercury is now extended using the expressions for the ratios. This 
means that the assumption that all excitation processas will lead to ionisation 
is released, i.e. the 8cr is no langer equal to the 812. In the extended 'single 
kink' model, it is assumed that electrans can be created after excitation of 
argon as well as mercury atoms. 

3. 6. 7 The 'double kink' model tor argon/mercury 

The 'double kink' model for argon/mercury is the samemodel as the extended 
'single Hg-kink' model for argon/mercury except that the EEDF kinks at 4.67 
eV (the first mercury excitation level) and once more at 11.55 eV (the first 
argon excitation level). The equations of the previous paragraph hold except 
the ionisation coefficient 812 for argon becomes: 
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(3.119a) 
with all argon values and d defined as: 

d = exp- [(E12,Ar - E12.H9 )(-
1
---

1 
)] 

kTt,Hg kTb 

(3.119b) 
Except tor the factor d, expression (3.119a) equals the excitation coefficient 
as found in the 'single Ar-kink' model. 

3.6.8 A comparison of the argon/mercury plasma models 

In this sectien the extended 'single kink' and 'double kink' models ( described 
in the previous paragraphs) are compared with a complete Maxwellian EEDF. 
Table 3.1 is calculated tor the OL-plasma to compare the models. The used 
frequencies to calculate Table 3.1 are: 

Penning-frequency 1.347·10~ Hz [Ben93] 
at a mercury density of 1.3 
102o m-3 

Emission probability 2~ 1 Ar 1·105 Hz [Han95] 
Emission probability 2~ 1 Hg 8·106 Hz [Han95] 

where the Penning-frequency is about twice the hard-spheres collision
frequency of argon/mercury. 
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Table 3. 1: Comparison of the argon/mercury plasma models 

The first column shows the used type of EEDF in each model and the 
ionisation 'route' (step wise or directly) which can betaken irÏtó consideration. 
The percentages at the bottorn of the table (below specified) show which 
'route' inside each atom is dominant. The calculations are made tor a Tb of 1 
eV. 

EEDF type extended extended double complete complete 
single single kink Maxwellian Maxwellian 

Hg-kink Hg-kink 
step wise directly step wise stepwise directly 

excitation -· 
from-7to in m3/s in m3/s in m3/s in m3/s in m3/s 

1-72 Ar 1.16·10-18 1.16 ·1 o-18 2.58 ·10-4
H 1.51 ·10-19 1.51 ·10-19 

1-72 HQ 1.64 ·10-17 1.64·10-17 1.64 ·1 o-17 2.01 ·1 o-15 2.01 ·1 o-15 

2-73 Ar 2.90 ·1 o-13 - 2.90 ·10-13 2.90 ·10-13 -
2-73 Hg 1.53·10-13 - 1.53 ·1 o-1;j 1 .53 ·1 o-1;j -
2-7+ Ar - 1.74 ·10-15 - - 1.74 ·10-15 

2-7+ Hg - 1.06 ·10-17 - - 4.49 ·1 o-16 

ratios 
Ar 0.9669 0.2377 0.9669 0.9669 0.2377 
Hg 0.1604 1.330 ·10-o 0.1604 0.1604 5.615 ·10-4 

Scr in m;j/s 1.16 ·10-18 1.75·10-19 4.26 ·10-20 5.56 ·1 o-18 5.49 ·1 o-20 

%byAr 96.3% 100.0% 0.0% 2.6% 65.5% 
%byHg 3.7% 0.0% 100.0% 97.4% 34.5% 

specified 
Argon 

Penning 0.5% 10.5% 0.5% 0.5% 10.5% 
stepwise 96.2% 96.2% 96.2% 
direct 13.3% 13.3% 
emission 3.3% 76.2% 3.3% 3.3% 76.2% 

Mercury 
stepwise 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 
direct 0.0% 0.1% 
emission 84.0% 100.0% 84.0% 84.0% 99.9% 

From Table 3.1 we can conclude that the modelsin column 3 and 6 predict 
that the argon atoms are very good light-emitters (about 76% of the excited 
argon atoms emits a photon). This are bad models because the argon has 
two resonant 4s levels. The radiation created by their decay will be re
absorbed and therefore argon emits very badly these 2-71 lines. These 
models predict also that the plasma does not generata much electrans to 
keep itself burning. In column 3 the mercury atoms do not participate at all in 
the ionisation process. Further only about 13% of the argon atoms in their first 
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excitation level is directly ionised. We therefore conclude that the ionisation 
'route' in the atoms is step wise. 
The extended 'once kink EEDF' model for an argon/mercury pl_asma in 
column 2 prediets that argon atoms are the electrans suppliers and excited 
mercury atoms seem unimportant in the ionisation process. Note that in this 
model the tail of the EEDF does not deseend tast enough for energies higher 
than E12 of argon. Gomparing this model with the 'double kink' model for an 
argon/mercury plasma, it can seen that we are not allowed to make this 
simplification. From a theoretica! point of view the 'double kink' model for an 
argon/mercury plasma should give the best description of the ionisation 
processes. There the role of argon as the main supplier of electrans is taken 
over by the mercury atoms. But this model is unnecessarily complicated. 
Because we may neglect the argon atoms as electron suppliers, we may 
describe the ionisation coefficient in a very accurate way by: 

S = nHg ( neS23 . S J 
er n A +n S 12 Ar 21 e 23 mercury 

(3.120) 
with S12 the excitation coefficient of mercury. This is very similar to the 'single 
Hg-kink' model for argon/mercury described in paragraph 3.6.5, where the 
ionisation coefficient of the plasma was set equal to the excitation coefficient 
S12 of mercury. We conclude that mercury is the main supplier of electrans 
besides its role as light emitter. The role of argon atoms is not that of 
electrans supplier but simply as a buffer gas, which makes the plasma 
isotropic, and determines the electron temperature. The ionisation coefficient 
of (3.118) is about two orders below the 'complete Maxwellian EEDF' 
equivalent. 
Table 3.1 shows also that Penning-collisions are of minor importance. The 
tact that the OL-plasma is a Penning-mixture seems to be by coincidence. 
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3.7 Simuiatien 

In this paragraph the results of calculations with the simulation program 
PLASIMO using the ionisation coetficients of section 3.6 wili-he presented. 
The calculations are compared to calculations with the ionisation coefficient 
using a complete Maxwellian distribution (also expressed in chapter three). 

lt was found that the ionisation coetficient Scr can be written as: 

(3.121) 
where the tail temperature Tt can be expressed in bulk temperature Tb and 
where E12 is the excitation energy of the groundstate of the atom under 
consideration. In this equation the number of tail-electrons which excite a 
grounstate atom is neglected compared with the number of bulk-electrons. 
The ionisation coefficient derived trom a complete Maxwellian EEDF is equal 
to (3.121) when Tt equals Tb Expression (3.121) is used tor calculations with 
PLASIMO. 

We find three ionisation coetficients and accordingly three electron density 
figures: 
1 . The electron density using the Maxwell EEDF ionisation coefficient tor pure 

argon. Figure 3.3 shows the electron density in the OL-plasma. The 
ionisation coefficient in PLASIMO is taken equal to expression (3.121) with 
E12 equal to the argon excitation energy 11.548 eV and with Tt= Tb· 
The calculated induced power equals 25W. 

2. The electron density using the argon ionisation coefficient. Figure 3.4 
depiets the electron density in the OL-plasma taking the ionisation 
coefficient in PLASIMO equal to expression (3.121) and E12 is 11.548 eV 
and with Tt<Tb. 
In this case the induced power equals 62W. 

3. The electron density using the mercury ionisation coefficient. In tigure 3.5 
the electron density is depicted by taking an ionisation coefficient equal to 
expression (3.121) with E12 equal to the mercury excitation energy 4.67 eV 
and with Tt<Tb. 
The vapour pressure of mercury is about 5 mTorr and the induced power is 
55W. 

•, 

By comparing the electron density profiles of run 1 and 2 the influence of the 
depletion of the EEDF could be traced. However, a 'flat' electron density 
profile was found, due toa large ambipolar ditfusion coetficient, such that the 
ditfusion processes in the partiele balance becomes the dominant processes. 
In the calculation the plasma did not 'ignite', i.e. the dissipated power was 
0.3W. In order to obtain significant power dissipation the ambipolar ditfusion 
coetficient was changed toa constant (i.e. independent of T8 ), resulting in an 
electron density profile as expressed in tigure 3.4. 
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To be able to compare the argon ionisation coefficient with that of mercury, 
the ditfusion coefficient was hold constant tor calculating the electron density 
using the mercury ionisation coefficient. Figure 3.5 showsits result. 

Electron density 

Figure 3.3 The electron density using the Maxwell EEDF ionisation coefficient 
for pure argon 
(The electron density is expressed in 1020 m-3

) 

Electron density 

Figure 3.4 The electron density using the argon ionisation coefficient 
(The electron density is expressed in 1020 m-3

) 
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Electron density 

Figure 3.5 The electron density using the mercury ionisation coefficient 
(The electron density is expressed in 1020 m-3

) 

lt is found that more power is induced into the plasma, using ionisation 
coefficients derived trom a deviated Maxwellian, while the electron density 
figures show almost equal values. 
The location of the high density area as found with the mercury ionisation 
coefficient is best in agreement with the visual active areas (i.e. the areas 
which emits the most 'visible' light). lt is concluded that (mostly) mercury 
supplies the plasma of electrons. This was also concluded in paragraph 3.6. 
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Appendix Theory 

A. 1 The tail of the EEDF 

For the BTE of the tail in the isotropie and stationary case we find the 
following equations according to paragraph 3.4.7: 

(a.1} 

(a.2} 

When we consider only the dominant callision terms in (a.1} and (a.2} we find: 

neeEe11 a 2f inelf V =-n V 
3m V2 av e I e ea o 

e e e 
(a.3} 

neeEeff a f -- f 
-::\... o- fieV ea I 

me ave 
(a.4} 

because KeaVea <<V aainel << Vea We can find a salution for the isotropie EEDF 
f

0 
of the tail by substituting (a.4} into (a.3}. 

(a.5} 

Neglecting the first derivative because we are dealing with only fast moving 
tail-electrons we find the solution: 

(a.6} 

where the 2 in f02 indicates the tail part of the EEDF and C is constant. 
Taking theelastic callision frequency independent of the electron velocity and 
the inelastic callision frequency of (2.8}, we may rewrite (a.6} into: 

(a.7} 

with ~= ~3anavlveame and x=~. Using Tables of lntegrals, Series and 
eEeff v1 

Products' of l.S. Gradsteyn and I.M. Ryzhik, we find that 
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(a.8) 
Therefore (a. 7) bacomes 

(a.9) 
and this is in approximation equal to 

or 

(a.1 0) 

A.2 The calculation of Eett 

We wilt discuss the calculation of the electric field here because we use the 
Maxwelllaws of paragraph 3.3.2 and expression (3.62) of paragraph 3.4.6. 
Using expression (3.62) with Te equal to 1 eV we findan Eettof 46 V/m. Kea 
and Vea,bulk are both the sum of the corresponding argon and mercury values. 
We refer to this Eett field as a minimum value for the electric field because we 
expect Te to be higher or equal to 1eV. 
To find a maximum Eett value we use the fourth expression of (3.17) for an 
almost infinite inductive coil (i.e. no electromagnetic field outside the coil). 
Using also the second expression of (3.17), the induction law of Faraday, over 
the cross-section of the inductive coil we find: 

IE(a)l = lloJl,lNro a 
2L 

(a.11) 
where a is the radius of the coil, L its length, I its current and N its windings. llr 
is the relativa magnatie permeability of the territe inside the inductive coil and 
equals 40 [Philips] (for data see paragraph 2.2). From the law of Gauss we 
know that E(a+)=E(a"). Therefore expression (a.11) equals the electric field 
strength just outside the inductive coil. We find an electric field amplitude of 
588 V/m which equals an effective electric fieldstrengthof about 416 V/m. 
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A.3 The Maxwell EEDF 

Because we are considering in the Theory chapter deviations trom a (total) 
Maxwellian equilibrium plasma, we will consider in this paragraph the 
Maxwellian EEDF in more detail. 
The derivation of the Maxwell's distribution tunetion is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1) The average kinatic velocity of the particles equals X kT. 
2) The velocity distribution in one direction is independent of the other 
directions. 
3) The plasma space is isotropic. This means that the distribution of x
velocities exhibit the same distribution as the components along any other 
axis. 

Lets start by writing the distribution tunetion for the x-component of veloeities 
as: 

dN(v x) = Nf(v;)dv x 
(a.12) 

Wh ere dN( v x) IN is the fraction of the total number of molecules N with 
velocity inthesmalt interval Vx to Vx+dVx. This fraction, divided by dvx, is the 
distribution tunetion f, which is written in termsof Vx2 insteadof Vx. This will 
simplify the following derivation. 
Because of assumption nr.3, we can write 

dN(vy) = Nf(v~)dvY 

dN(vz) = Nf(v;)dvz 
(a.13) 

where the tunetion f is the same as in equation (a.12), but with different 
arguments. By writing the distribution tunetion for x-velocities independent of 
Vy and Vz, we made use of assumption 2. The same has been done tor the 
distri bution functions tor y and z-velocities. 
According to equation (a.12}, the product f(v;)dv x can be interpreted as the 
probability tor finding a given partiele in the velocity interval V x to vx+dvx. The 
probability for finding that the same partiele at the same instant of time also 
has y-velocity in the interval vy to Vy+dvy and z-velocity in the interval vz to 
Vz+dvz is therefore: 

(a.14) 
where dy = dvxdvydvz. 

We now imagine a new co-ordinate system with the x-axis along y and with 
the new y and z-axis perpendicular to it. We find in this new, different oriented 
system: 

dN(v,O,O} IN= f(v2 )f(O}f(O}dy 
(a.15) 
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In the rotated system Vy=Vz=O and the tunetion f(O) can be replaced by a 
constant A. Since equation (a.14) and equation (a.15) describe the same 
fraction expressed in two different co-ordinate systems, we find: 

(a.16) 
with v 2 = v; +V~ +v;. 

We will take the partial derivative of f with respect to its argument and call it f'. 
We find tor equation(a.16) with respect to Vx: 

and we can find the same equation with respect to Vy and Vz~ 
After dividing equation (a.17) by equation (a.16), we obtain: 

(a.17) 

(a.18) 
We will now use the separation of variables technique by setting the equation 
trom above equal to -b, with b a positive constant, which gives: 

(a.19) 
We used a negative real number, because a positive number would make f 
go to oo, which is not realistic, and an imaginary constant leads to a non
physical answer. 
We can find the constant A by imposing the condition that the partiele has 
some velocity. This leads to the normalisation condition: 

J:Ae -bvi dv x = 1 

(a.20) 
and yields A = (b/ 1t)x . 
The velocity distribution tunetion equation (a.14) combined with equation 
(a.16) gives: 

dN(v x• V Y' V z) IN= (bI 1t)~ e-bv
2 

dy 

(a.21) 
where we also have replaced A with (b/1t),v,. This exponential tunetion shows 
that the most probable volume element dy of specific velocity 'size' IYI is at the 
origin, where y_ = 0. One reason tor that fewer velocity veetors will terminate 
within a velocity volume element away trom the origin, is that we are 
becoming conceming the direction of motion of the particles. 
Lets drop the restrietion on the direction of motion and find the distribution of 
'speed'. To get this distribution function, we reptace every square of veloeities 
in space by a spherical shell in speed space. We reptace dy by 4nv2dv. 
We find now Maxwell's distribution tunetion of speed to be 
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(a.22) 
The distribution of speed is no longer maximum at the origin;"because our 
speed volume element is small at the origin an includes more velocity space 
as the speed increases. 
lt remains to determine t~e constant b. We will use for this purpose 
assumption one. We write: 

(a.23) 
Th is equation shows us that the temperature of particles has to be interpreted 
as the average of the kinatic energy of the specific particles in concern. lt is 
therefore a 'macro' -physical pammeter, determining a specific Maxwellian 
distribution function. 
We find that b =~kT· lnserting this in equation (a.22) gives 

(a.24) 
This is the Maxwell's distribution law, which is illustrated by one example in 
fig. a.2. 

With the aid of eg_uation (a.24) we find for most probable speed Vm and 
average speed v : 

(a.25) 
with vnns = ~3kTfrn. 

A.4 The col/ision integrals 

In this paragraph e-a collisions will be considered. We start considering only 
one collision centre. Let an electron flux with a velocity Y.e and density ne 
impinga on a scattering centre, an atom a. We can then determine dNe the 
average number of electrons scattering per unit of time into an element of the 
solid angle dil (dil =sinOdOd<p, with e the collision angle and <p a spherical 
orientatioo) near the direction given bye and <p. The collision-conservation
laws determine the relationship between the initial velocity Y.e and the final 
velocity yl, if the scattering angles e and <pare given [Gol80]. This dNe is of 
course proportional to dil and the density of the impinging flux n9V9 • We 
therefore find: dNe = (J eane V edil. The proportional factor <Jea(Y.e,O) [m2Sr"1

], the 
differential scattering cross section, characterises the probability of partiele 
scattering in a definite direction. lt is possible to interpret the quantity creadil 
as the area of a surface perpendicular to the direction of the incident flux, 
where the arriving electrons scatter into the solid angle dil. 
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When we integrate over the total solid angle, we find Sea , called the total 
(scattering) cross section. For inertia-en momentum-exchange-collisions we 
multiply crea with (1-cose) (i.e. the relativa change in momentum) before 
integrating over the total solid angle. We will u se Sea and crea .as expressed 
with (1-cose) trom now on. 
Lets now consider e-a collisions with many cellision centra. Collisions of 
different types enter additive into the cellision term of the kinatic BTE. 
Therefore their effect on the collisionterm can be considered independently. 
We first examina the elastic collisions. We repeat the same experiment as 
before but now this electron flux will impinga on many atoms within the space 
volume rdr (i.e. a volume element positioned at r. the volume is denoted by 
dr) and velocity range YadYa (i.e. a volume element in velocity space 
positioned at y, the volume is denoted by dy). This are as many particles as 
dNa=na(I)fa(Ya)drdYa· • 
We assume the electrons to be like points in space, therefore we presurne 
that they change their velocity during cellision but not their position in 
contiguration space. So that a cellision will knock the partiele out of its velocity 
range. 
Lets now determine the number of collisions of these dNa atoms with 
electrons moving with veloeities in the range of y9dy9 • The electron density 
equals to dne=ne(I)f(Ye)dy9 • In elastic collisions the conservation laws 
unambiguously determine the relationship between the initial veloeities Ye and 
Ya and the final veloeities yl and Yl if the scattering angles e and q> are given. 
Therefore a cellision of particles trom the range of YedYe and YadYa. 
accompanied by scattering into the solid angle dO., results in their transition 
into certain definite ranges of velocity space YePdyl and YaPdyl. The number 
of such collisions per unit of volume and time dQ is determined by the 
differential cross section: 

(a.26) 
where Vea=Ve-Va is the relativa velocity. The total removal of electrens trom the 
volume under discussion is found after integration over the scattering angle 
and all possible veloeities of the atoms. We find, while replacing dne and dNa: 

(a.27) 
lt is also possible that electrons will move into the element YedYe trom other 
elements. This are the reversed collisions considered above. This are 
collisions of particles trom the elements yldyl and yldyl that are 
determined by the angles of the relativa velocity eP=-8 and <pP=-q>. The number 
of such cellision per unit of time, which move electrens into the velocity range 
under consideration YedYe. can be written as: 

(a.28) 
Th is expression takes into account that the relativa velocity remains 
unchanged in elastic cellision (vel=Vea). We integrated over all combination of 
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the angles n and the veloeities Y..eP and Y..aP that lead to the preassigned 
velocity Y..e to obtain the total increment of electrens in the range Y..edY..e· But it is 
easier to replace the integration over Y..eP and y_l by integration over Y..a (and 
not by integration over Y..a and Y..e because Y..e is taken constanj._lt is the 
electron velocity of the specific range in consideration). This is allowed, 
because of the unambiguous relationship between these veloeities at given 
scattering angles. We find now for the total increment of electrens in the 
range Y..edY..e: 

(a.29) 
where the veloeities Y..eP and Y..aP must be expressed in Y..e and Y..a by using the 
conservation laws. 
The change in the number of electrens in the element (rdr, Y..edY..e) due to 
elastic collisions with atoms is now found to be equal to: 

S dv = daincrement _ daremove 
ea -e 

(a.30) 
Finely we obtain for the rate of change in the distribution tunetion caused by 
elastic collisions: 

(a.31) 
The change in distribution tunetion caused by inelastic collisions can be found 
similarly. When considering inelastic collisions one needs to take into account 
in the partiele distribution not only the contiguration space and velocity space, 
but also the inertial levels of the particles. We will characterise the internal 
levels including degenerata levels with identical energy, with j. Again we will 
try to find the number of electrens in the volume (rdr,Y..edY..e) due to collisions 
with atoms, during which the internal level of the atoms can change from j to 
·P 
J • . 
Similar equations as above for aremove and alnerement can be found. The 
collisions of electrens in the velocity range Y..edY..e with atoms leads again to the 
removal of electrens from this element. The number of collisions of this type, 
integrated over all possible scattering angles and veloeities of the atoms, is 
obtained frem an equation similar as above, in which <Jea{Vea.e) is replaced by 
<Jea(Vea, 8,j--?jP). 

daremove(j --7 jP) = naneJ. i fa(Va,j)f(ve)Vea<Jea(Vea,S,j --7 jP)d.Qdy_adY..e 
v. n 

(a.32) 
In the same way as above, we also determine the number of electrens that 
appear by the reverse cellision into the velocity range under consideration. 
Therefore we replace <Jea(Vea.S) by <Jea(Vea.S,jP--?j) and integrate again over all 
possible scattering angles and atom velocities. We find: 
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dQincrement(jP -7 j) = n n r r r f (VP jP)f(VP)VP a (VP 8 jP -7 j)dndvPdVP a e Jv~ Jv~ Jo a a' e ea ea ea • • -a -e 

(a.33) 
lt would be convenient to replace yl by Ye and YaP by Ya agaiD _but because we 
are now dealing with inelastic collisions, vel does not equal Vea like before. 
But this replacement is possible when we use the detailed balancing principle, 
according to which the probabilities of the forward and reverse transition 
between the various levels are the same. We find: 

(a.34) 
We obtain for the total change in the distri bution tunetion due to inelastic 
collisions with atoms after summing over all initial and final transition levels of 
the atoms: • 

s~:l = nane I l i [fa (v~. jP)f(v~)- fa (v a• j)f(v e)]v eaa ea (v ea•e, j -7 jP)dndya 
. ·P Va 0 
J,J 

(a.35) 
Gompare this with Sea for elastic collisions. There seems to be one a for every 
inelastic collis ion and one for the elastic collisions. 

Since the velocity of electrens is usually much higher than the velocity of the 
heavy atoms, because of the low electron mass, we set the heavy partiele 
velocity equal to zero. The integral of collisions of electrens with heavy atoms 
becomes practically independent of the atoms distribution function. Easier 
expressions can. now be obtained from the more general equations for 
dQremove and dQ1ncrement. We find for theelastic collisions: 

dQremove = nanefo veaea(vea•S)f(ve)dndye 

dQincrement = n n r vPa (vP S)f(vP)dndvP a e Jo e ea e • e -e 
(a.36) 

The ditterenee yields again the change in the electron distribution function. 
Taking into account that the ratio of the elementary velocity space volumes 
for elastic collisions is determined by the change in veloeities [Gol80]: 

(a.37) 
We obtain: 

Sea = n~~e fo[ (v~)4 aea(v~,8}f(v~)- v!aea(v 8 ,8}f(v e)pn 
e 

(a.38) 
Wh en we u se the expansion of the distri bution tunetion f = f0 + f1 cos <P as 
expressed in paragraph 3.4.5, we find the isotropie S~ and anisotropic part 

S~a of Sea by taking the integrals over Sea: 
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(a.39) 
where the angle <1> is the angle between the velocity and the electric field. We 
obtain: 

n~~e 1-J (v~ )4 crea (v~, 8)f0 (v~)- (v 8 )
4 crea (v 8 ,8)f0 (v 8 ) FQ 

e 

S~a = 
3na~e J+1

cos <j>dcos <1> f [(v~) 4 cr ea (v~. S)f(v~)- (v 8 )
4 crea (~ e• S)f(v ef~n = 

2v -t Jn JU 
e 

IJ (v~)4 cr ea (v~. S)fl (v~) cos e- (v e) 4 crea (v e• S)fl (v e)] 

(a.40) 
with e the top angle. 
In elastic collisions with heavy particles the velocity change of the electrans is 
very small. Only in calculating the change in the distribution tunetion 
component f0 due to e-a collisions we will take into account the change in 
electron velocity duringa collision. In an elastic collision of an electron with an 
atom whose kinatic energy is much less than that of the electron, the change 
in electron velocity is equal to: 

m 
VP - V = - 8 V (1- COS 8) e e m e 

a 

(a.41) 
Since lv~- vel<< ve the integrand of expression (a.40a) can be represented 

as: 

where Taylor expansion is used. 
Substituting expression (a.42) into (a.40), we obtain: 

where the collision frequency Vea equals: 

V ea = naf V ecrea(l- cosS)dQ 
n 
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Expression (a.43) defines the change in the isotropie distribution tunetion 
component owing to the velocity (energy) reduction in elastic collisions. 
In calculating the changes in the distribution tunetion compoQe_nt f1 duetoe-a 
collisions we neglect the change in electron velocity during such a collision 
(v~:::: V

6
). Using expression (a.40), we obtain the following expressiontor S~a: 

(a.44) 
with Vea expressedas above. 
Expression (a.44) yields the change in the directed distribution tunetion 
component f 1 due to e-a collisions. Should we a lso have used that v~ :::: v e 
insteadof expression (a.41) in (a.43), the isotropie Sea woulethave vanished. 

In inelastic collisions we need to replace aea(Ve,8) by aea(Vea,S,j~jP) in (a.38), 
with aea(Vea,S,j~jP) the differential cross section, where the internal discrete 
level j (including the degenerated states) of the atom is changed trom j tot 
lnelastic collisions occur only in the tail. An electron that excites an atom will 
loose almost all its energy and may therefore be removed trom the tail and 
arrives in the bulk. Th is means that tor the tail of the EEDF only the second 
term in expression (a.38) remains i.e. an inelastic differential cross section 
which retains only the term defining partiele removal trom the preassigned 
velocity range. The inelastic collision integral tor the tail becomes: 

with the inelastic collision frequency defined as 

v~:' = na.LJ V6 aea,HjP(V6 ,8)f(V6 )dQ 
il n 

(a.45) 

the sum over all internal discrete level j and jP inelastic collision frequencies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MEASUREMENTS 

4.1 Introduetion 

For modelling and optimising the QL-Iamp we use a simulation program called 
PLASIMO. In order to use PLASIMO, we need an expression tor the 
ionisation coefficient. For the calculation of this ionisation coefficient, we have 
to use the electron energy distribution tunetion (EEDF), which will ditter trom 
the well known Maxwell distribution. 
We will consider an EEDF consisting of a bulk at which the electron energy is 
less than the first excitation energy E12 and a tail, i.e. the EEDF range with 
energies higher than E12· For argon E12 is equal to 11.548 eV. The bulk is 
assumed to be Maxwellian, but deviation trom Maxwell may be significant tor 
the tail. lt is to be expected that the tail is sensitive tor the RF nature of the 
electromagnetic field. An oscillating tail may imply an oscillating ionisation 
coefficient. Therefore, theoretica! an experimental work is done to find the 
behaviour of the EEDF in time. 
In the following experiments we are concerned about the 4s and 4p densities 
of the argon atoms. An oscillating tail may imply oscillating 4s and 4p 
densities. We maasure the 4s3P2 density in time with absorption experiments 
and the 4p density with emission experiments. In this chapter we will describe 
the experiments (paragraph 4.3 and 4.4) and show the experimental results 
(paragraph 4.5 and 4.6). Finally we will make an estimation of the density of 
the 4s and 4p levels in paragraph 4.7. In paragraph 4.2 some theoretica! 
aspects will be considered 

4.2 Theory 

To examina if the OL-plasma fulfils the stationary level condition we 
compared Kea V ea + v~:lastic With the electric field frequency (1) in paragraph 
3.3.6. lt WaS found that Kea V ea << (1) and v~:l z (1) (see paragraph 2.3.3). 
Therefore an oscillating tail may be expected. 
T o search tor an oscillating tail we investigated the excited argon 4s and 4p 
levels. The reason is that the density of excited argon levels will oscillate, if 
the number of electrons, capable to populate these levels, oscillates in time. 
The oscillation frequency is expected to be twice the frequency of the field. By 
measuring the level densities in absorption or emission the presence of the 
oscillation can be measured. 
However it is possible that various mechanisms attenuate the amplitude of 
the oscillations in the level densities. For instanee if the depopulation of the 
excited level under consideration is too slow, the excited level density may be 
averaged in time and insight in the time depending behaviour of the EEDF will 
belost. 
We will introduce an oscillation depth in paragraph 4.4 to express the 
oscillating behaviour of the level density. 
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Note that the argon pressure may influence the asciilation depth. Two 
opposite effects are present increasing the argon pressure in the bulb. The 
first will be determined by the density, the second by the temperature: 
1. The gas law shows that na is a tunetion of argon pressure.,.Pa· The heavy 

partiele density will increase when the argon pressure increases if the 
heavy particles temperature Ta remains more or less constant. The density 
effect leads to an increase of the inelastic callision frequency and tends 
the asciilation depth to higher values. 

2. The average velocity of the electrans will be lower at higher argon 
pressures, because there exists now a better coupling between the 
temperature of the electrans Te and Ta . Th is implies that the inelastic 
callision frequency decreases, because there are fewer fast electrans 
which are able to excite argon. This temperature effect leads to a 
decrease of the asciilation depth. 

4.3 The set up of the absorption and emission 
experiments 

Tomaasure the time dependenee of the density of the 4s3P2 1evel (belonging 
to the first excitation level 4s) we maasure the absorption of a laser beam with 
a wavelength of 811.53 nm as a tunetion of time. Absorption of the 811.53 
nm. laser beam leads to a transition trom the 4s3P2 level to the 4p303 level 
(4p30 3 belongs to the second excitation level4p). 
The experimental set up for the absorption experiments is shown in tigure 4.1 . 

filter 

trigger signal 

bandpass 
filters 

diode sensitive area 

OL-lamp bulb 

power supply 

tigure 4. 1 The absorption experimental set up 

Th is set up consists of a laser unit containing a laser diode, with a maximum 
output of 30 mW at a maximum oparating current of 85.8 mA The bandwidth 
is smaller than 0.1 pm [Tas94]. The laser wavelength can be adjusted by 
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selection of the laser current. At the value of 71.6 mA which corresponds with 
a wavelengthof 811.5 nmamaximum absorption is found indeed. 
The laser beam passes two times trough the bulb of the QL-Iamp. A flat mirror 
reflects the beam. A photo diode measures the light intensitY" Jhis photo 
diode is part of the photo diode unit (PDU), which contains an amplifier with a 
bandwidth of 140 MHz. The diode has a speetral response from 400 till1100 
nm. The signal from the PDU is visualised on a 300 MHz oscilloscope. The 
scope can be triggered on the signal from a test coil close to the lamp. This 
test coil will induce a signal with the same frequency as the electromagnetic 
field. The distance between the QL-Iamp and the PDU is taken more than one 
meter, in order to minimise the measured electromagnetic field interterenee in 
the PDU. 
Four different QL-Iamps bulbs are used in the experiments: one argon lamp 
bulb with an argon pressure of 33 Pa and 3 argon/mercury lamp bulbs with 
argon pressures of 33 Pa, 66 Pa and 133 Pa. The pressure of the mercury is 
supposed to be 4 mTorr. The mercury is evaporated out of a mercury
amalgam. 
Two different types of 2.65 MHzpower generators are used: a 85 Wand a 90 
W generator. The generators have a duty cycle of 500 Hz. 
A grey filter (which diminishes 20 times), placed just behind the laser, is used 
to avoid saturation of the diode unit. Another method to reduce the intensity of 
the laser beam is to use a polarizer. 
We find some undesired frequencies in the signals of the outputs of the PDU. 
These frequencies are the 50Hz of the surrounding electrical devices, the 
500 Hz duty cycle of the power generator and the very fast oscillations 
caused by the PDU (i.e. self-oscillation). Two identical bandpass filters (100 
kHz-1 00 MHz) are used to suppress these frequencies. The filters diminish 
the signal 6 dB between 100 kHz and 100 MHz. 

In theemission experiments a convex lens is used to focus the emitted light, 
because the light intensity of the lamp is too weak to measure without a lens. 
Because of the speetral response of the diode, we expect that the assumption 
that the photo diode measures only the emission from the 4p levels to the 4s 
levels of argon is justified. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the set up for the emission experiments. 

trigger 

signal 

oscilloscope 

diode 
sensitive area 

bandpass output 
filters signals 

tigure 4.2 The emission experimental set up 

OL-lamp bulb 

power supply 

4.4 The experimental procedure 

----

In tigure 4.3 one period of the time dependenee is depicted schematically. 

tigure 4.3 TOP 

signa I 
mV 

The measured voltage can be expressed as: 

V= V0c +V Ac exp(irot) 

time 

(4.1) 
T o express the contri bution of the oscillation on the absorption or emission 
signal we use the oscillation depth: 
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TDP = 100% VAC 
V oe 

with TDP meaning 'time dependenee percentage'. 
(4.2) 

The amplifier in the PDU is a differential output amplifier. One of the outputs 
is positive rasponding output, while the response of the other is negative. The 
offset (which is equal in both outputs) and the correlated noise in the 
combined output is eliminated by taking the difference of the two output 
signals. 

The experimental procedure consistsof saveral steps: 
1. We maasure Voc when the lamp is off. The lamp is already placed in the 

set up. In the absorption experiment the laser beam is in that case only 
disturbed by the glass of the bulb and not by the plasma: 

2. We maasure Voc when the lamp switched on. The lamp is still in the same 
position. In the absorption experiments the laser beam will now be 
disturbed by the glass bulb in the same way as in step 1 but will also be 
disturbed by the pressnee of the 4s3P2 level of argon. 

3. We maasure Vpeak-peak (i.e. 2V Ac). For this maasurement the test coil is 
used to trigger the scope on the field frequency. 

Taking step 1 is necessary to subtract the 'dark current' of the V oe in step 2. 

4.5 Results 

A PDU saturation test is done to investigate the need fora fgrey) filter in the 
experimental absorption set up. lt is found that filters which diminish less than 
1 0 times are not appropriate to use. A filter which diminishes 20 times is 
used. 

In the absorption and emission experiments, we find a certain time 
dependance. The typical shape of the diode signal for both the absorption 
and emission experiments is shown in figure 4.4. 

mV 

time 

tigure 4.4 The diode signa/ as depicted on the scope 

Typical TDP values are 4% for the absorption experiments and 1% for the 
emission experiments. We observe that the measured TOPs are below 5% for 
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the 4s3P2 level (absorption experiment) and below 2% for the 4p levels of 
argon (emission experiment). An estimation of the uncertainty in the 

percentages is$; )1% for absorption experiments (i.e. the relativa accuracy is 

20%) and $; )0.25% for emission experiments (i.e. the relativt:raccuracy is 
12.5%). 
The TOPs and measured Voc and Vpeak-peak are summarised in appendix 
'Measurements'. We maasure lower TOPs for the 85 W power generator 
compared to the 90 W power generator, except for the 33 Pa argon/mercury 
pressure absorption experiments. 
Figure 4.5a and 4.5b show the TOPs as a tunetion of the argon pressure in 
the argon/mercury bulbs for the absorption and emission experiments. 
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figure 4.5a Measured TDPs in the absorption experiments for argonlmercury bulbs 
(X refers to measurements in which the 85 W power generator is used, 0 to 
the 90 W power generator) 
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emlsslon experlments 
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figure 4.5b Measured TDPs in theemission experiments for argon/mercury bulbs 
(X refers to measurements in which the 85 W power generator is used, 0 to 
the 90 W power generator) 

Figure 4.5a shows that in the absorption experiments the TOP is lower when 
the argon pressure in the argon/mercury lamp is higher. Figure 4.5b shows 
that in the emission experiments the TOP is higher when the argon pressure 
in the argon/mercury lamp is higher. 
We maasure two different relationships between the measured TOPs and the 
argon pressure. One for the emission experiments and one for the absorption 
experiments. In paragraph 4.2 we mentioned two effects (which we called the 
density effect and the temperature effect) which change the inelastic callision 
frequency when we alter the argon pressure. The values of the TOP will 
change when the inelastic callision frequency alters. Therefore the TOP value 
will change when the argon pressure is altered. The sign of the TOP change 
will depend on the direction in which the inelastic callision frequency changes. 
In the absorption experiments the temperature effect seems to win from the 
density effect. Note that the inelastic callision frequency depends linear on na 
and (kTe-E12)/E12· At a higher argon pressure the inelastic callision frequency 
diminishes and so will the measured TOP. 
In the emission experiments we expect the temperature effect to be of less 
importance because for stepwise excitation from the 4s level to the 4p level 
bulk-electrans suffice. At a higher argon pressure the inelastic callision 
frequency will now increase and so will the measured TOP. 

As shown in appendix 'Measurements' for argon bulbs compared to 
argon/mercury bulbs, we maasure for the same argon pressure of 33 Pa 
almast the same TOPs. We could expect this, because we maasure (in 
approximation) only argon lines in absorption or in emission. 
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4.6 Lissajous patterns 

Frequency and phase measurements tor the absorption and emission 
experiments can be done by creating Lissajous patterns This has been done 
by matching one of the photo diode outputs to the magnatie field signal picked 
up by the test coil. The patterns on the scope (ct. tigure 4.6) which are taken 
in random order in time vary and have sametimes a pure, combined and 
wrinkled farm. We have listed in tab!e 4.1 the frequency ratio and possible 
phase shifts of the signals. 
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tigure 4.6 Lissajous patterns 

Forthese patterns of tigure 4.6, we find on the x-axis the magnatie field 
outside the bulb and on the y-axis the output signal of the diode. The 
frequency ratio is defined as the field frequency divided by the frequency of 
the signal out of the diode. 
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Table 4.1 frequency ratios and possible phase shifts of the Lissajous patterns 
in tigure 4. 6 

patterns frequency possible phase shifts (absolute appearance 
ratio values frequency t 

relativa to 2.65 MHz) 
a 1/2 00 90° 180° dominant 
b 1/2 22°30' 67°30' dominant 
c 1/2 112 °30' 157°30' freQuent 
d 1/3 60° frequent 
e 1/3 15° 105 ° seldom 
f 1/3 30° 90° seldom 
g 1/3 45° 75° seldom 
h 1/3 00 120° seldom 
i 1/4 67°30' very seldom 
k 1/4 00 45° 90° verv seldom 
I 1/4 22°30' verv seldom 

order. dommant, frequent, seldom, very seldom 

A straightforward conclusion on the results of tigure 4.6 and table 4.1 about 
the measured frequencies and phase shifts is difficult to make, except for the 
tact that the fundamental frequency ro (2.65MHz) is not measured. While 
many patterns have been seen, most of them are many very seldom (i,k,l). 
The patterns a and b are far most dominant, in particular pattarn a. 
Resuming we may state that the 4s and 4p levels of argon vary in time with 
the first harmonie but that this variation is less than 5% tor the 4s and 2% tor 
the 4p levels. 
The phase shift of the 2ro density oscillation can be expected to be 
somewhere between 0° and -22°30'. According to the appearance frequency, 
we expect the phase shift to be very close to zero. Note that we calculated in 
paragraph 3.4.3 a phase shift of -13°, which is in agreement with what is 
found here. 

4. 7 An estimation of the 4s and 4p level densities 

A global estimation of the density of the 4s and 4p levels of argon will be 
made in this paragraph. The next solution of the differential equation of an 
absorbing and emitting medium is used, when we assume that the total 
plasma emission is independent of absorption [Dam93], [Tas94]. Solution 
(4.3) can only be used for data of the absorption experiments. Solution (4.6) 
can be used for the emission experiments data. 
We find the equation: 

Jb k (s)ds = -In lplasma+laser -lplasma 
811.5nm I 

a laser 
(4.3) 
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where lplasma+laser, !plasma and 11aser are respectively the detected power when both 

laser and lamp are on, when only the lamp is on and when only the laser is 
on. Distance a-bis the distance through the plasma. The subscript 811.5 nm 
indicates the frequency interval of the laser light. This is a small interval 
(smaller than 1 pm.) around 811.5 nm. 
We set !plasma in (4.3) equal to zero, because the photo diode detects almost 

no by the plasma emitted light. 
By solving (4.3) we findan average 1 ks11.snm(s) of about 3 m-1. 
Because of the very smalllaser beam frequency interval, we set ks11.snm(v) 
equal to ks11.snm(s). We mean by ka11.5nm(v) the absorption coefficient for exact 
one frequency. This last absorption coefficient is related to the probabilities of 
absorption and stimulated emission [Dam93], [Tas94]. We find, with the use 
of the Einstein equations [Sijd92], the following expression [Oam93], [Tas94]: 

(4.4) 
where vis the absorbed frequency, A theemission probability (0.331 108 Hz). 
n1 is the density of the 4s3P2 level of argon with statistica! weight g1 and n2 is 
the density of the 4p3D3 level of argon with statistica! weight g2. The 
absorption line profile <j>(v) is normalised to 1. To get the <j>(v) value at the line 
centre we assume that Doppier broadening, which is caused by the thermal 
movement of the absorbing argon atoms, is the responsible line broadening 
mechanism, so that <j>(v) for the line centre yields [Dam93]: 

m( ) 2 ~rn,c' 
'f' vo = r= 8kT 

v1tV o a 

(4.5) 
Using our found average ka11.snm- together with (4.4), neglecting (g1n2)/(g2n1), 
and (4.5) (which for Ta equal to 300 K ~ives numerically 6 1011 for <j>(v0 )) we 
find an average 4s density of about 10 5 m-3

. This is two orders below its 
Boltzmann equivalent, at a temperature Te of 1 eV. 
To make an estimation of the density of the 4p levels of argon, we use: 

· Jplasma ( S) ( Jb J 'plasma = 1- exp k811.5nm ( s )ds 
k811.5nm ( S) a 

(4.6) 
with Jplasma(s) theemission coefficient of the plasma at position s. 
This is another solution than (4.3) of the differential equation for an absorbing 
and emitting medium [Dam93]. As mentioned before, we may now only use 
the data of the emission experiments. 
Since an average emission coefficient of 1020 photons m·3s-1sr"1 is measured, 
we find an average density for the 4p levels of argon of 1014 m-3

, since Jplasma 
equals n2 A with A the transition probability belonging to the 811.5 nm line 

1average means averaged over the line of sight in the plasma 
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(0.331 108 Hz) The average density of the 4p levels of argon is also two 
orders below its Boltzmann equivalent, at a temperature Te of 1 eV. 
Resuming we find that both the densities of the 4s and 4p levels of argon are 
about two orders lower than calculated using Boltzmann with..,. Te equal to 1 
eV. 

··, 
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Appendix Measurements 

In the following tables, 4.2 and 4.3, percentages (column 3 arn:J 4) beienging 
to the absorption and emission experiments are shown. The percentages are 
TOPs, calculated using (4.2). The found percentages are indications of the 
time dependenee of the 4s levels (table 4.2) and the 4p levels of argon (table 
4.3). The measurements are concerning three different argon pressures and 
two types of bulb gasses: pure argon and a argon/mercury mixture. Two 
different power generators of 85W and 90W are used in the measurements. 
All measurements are (at least once) repeated at different days. These TOPs 
are placed in the same (splitted) cell. 

Tab/e 4.2 The measured TOPs (time dependenee percentages) of the 
absorption experiments 

argon bulb TOP in% TOP in% 
pressure gas filling power generator 85 power generator 90 

w. w. 
33 Pa argon 2.10 3.09 3.82 4.00 4.14 
33 Pa argon/mercury 5.20 4.17 4.01 3.81 3.82 2.50 
66 Pa argon/mercury 3.14 2.44 3.20 3.50 
133 Pa argon/mercury 0.39 1.09 0.60 1.70 <2.87T 

T th1s value IS a max1mum 

Table 4.3 The measured TOPs (time dependenee percentages) of the 
emission experiments 

argon pressure bulb TOP in% TOP in% 
gas filling power generator 85 power generator 90 

w. w. 
33 Pa argon 0.27 0.29 0.92 0.82 0.80 
33 Pa argon/mercury 0.39 0.39 0.91 0.88 1.00 
66 Pa argon/mercurv 0.38 0.41 1.25 1.18 1.49 
133 Pa argon/mercury 0.67 0.72 1.67 1.77 1.62 

In the next two tables, 4.4 and 4.5, the measured Voc and Vpeak-peak values are 
shown. The noted V oe is only due to the light of the lamp (step 2 mines step 1 
in the experimental procedure 4.4). 
The TOPs in table 4.2 and table 4.3 are calculated using the data of table 4.4 
and table 4.5,and using (4.2). Note that bandpass filters were used in the 
absorption experiments only. To calculate tables 4.2 and 4.3, using (4.2), we 
need to correct V peak-peak in the absorption experiments with -6.15 dB as 
mentioned in paragraph 4.3. 
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Table 4.4 The measured Voc and Vpeak-peak (2VAc) in the absorption 
experiments 
The V peak-peak values in the table still need to be corrected wit,.h_ -6.15 dB to find 
proper TOPs. 

power power power 
generator generator generator 

85W 85W 90W 
pressure bulb V oe Vpeak-peak V oe 

gas filling (mV) (mV) (mV) 
33 Pa argon 773 11.60 750 

626 11.60 345 
290 2.97 . 

33 Pa argon/mercury 470 11.80 546 
186 3.77 439 
186 3.61 321 

66 Pa argon/mercury 271 4.13 675 
174 2.06 300 

133 Pa argon/mercury 290 0.85 370 
170 0.32 290 
160 0.85 

Tab/e 4.5 The measured V oe and Vpeak-peak (2VAc) in theemission 
experiments 

power 
generator 

90W 
Vpeak-peak 

(mV) 
14.50 
6.94 

6.62 
8.14 
5.93 
10.50 
5.28 
5.16 
2.36 

In the emission experiments the total emission of the lamp is measured. 

power power power power 
generator generator generator generator 

85W 85W 90W 90W 
pressure bulb V oe Vpeak-peak V oe Vpeak-peak 

gas filling (mV) (mV) (mV) (mV) 
33 Pa argon 111.1 0.61 111.6 1.79 

107.9 0.62 109 1.79 
94.9 1.75 

33 Pa argon/mercury 93.1 0.73 98 1.73 
90.6 0.68 91.5 1.83 

91.2 1.66 
66 Pa argon/mercury 62.7 0.48 72 1.70 

59.1 0.48 69.8 1.80 
61.9 1.84 

133 Pa argon/mercury 40.9 0.55 54 1.80 
36.5 0.53 52.8 1.71 

52.1 1.85 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we wilt discuss theoretica! and experimental aspects which 
we re considered in the theory or experiments as expressed in this work 
(chapter 3 and 4). We wilt discuss these aspects here because further 
examinatien of these aspects is required to get a better and more complete 
understanding of the QL-plasma. 
In paragraph 5.2 we wilt discuss the electron-electron collirio.n term, which 
were neglected in the Boltzmann transport equation. 
In paragraph 5.3 we wilt discuss the used Legandre expansion tor solving the 
Boltzmann transport equation. We wilt discuss its time-independenee and the 
number of isotropie components we should take into account. 
Paragraph 5.4 deals about the experimental aspects concerning the 
interpretation of the 'time depending percentage' (TOP) and the shape of the 
signal as measured by the Photo diode Unit. 

5.2 Electron-electron collisions 

This paragraph is devoted to the inttuenee of the electron-electron (e-e) 
collisions. Until now we have neglected the effect of electron-electron (e-e) 
collisions. The conditions under which this allowed are only tultilled for very 
low dagrees of ionisation. Totrace the effect of e-e collisions, weneed to 
campare the callision term Sea (elastic and inelastic) with the e-e callision term 
See· The Sea term are electron energy lossas whereas the See term 
redistributes the energy among the electrons. Similar as done in paragraph 
3.4.7 tor Sea we can findan expression for the change in the EEDF due to e-e 
collisions. lf See is the dominant term in the Boltzmann equation we get the 
Maxwell distribution function, since e-e collisions Maxwellize the distribution. 
In chapter three it was found that the Boltzmann transport equation could be 
written as: 

(5.1} 
in which (5.1 a) is an isotropie equation, expressing the energy balance for a 
infinitesimal velocity interval, and (5.1 b) an anisatrapie equation, expressing 
the momenturn balance tor the same interval. 
The isotropie resp. anisatrapie part of the See term is expected to be in the 
order of ne V eefo resp. ne V eetl. Taking the e-e collisions into account and 
camparing them to the elastic and inelastic Sea terms (i.e. in the order of 
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neKea V eafo resp. ne V eaft and ne V~:1f0 resp. ne V~:1f1 ) We find that for the 
anisotropic equation the Collision term ne V eafl remains the dominant term. The 
momenturn effect of collisions on the anisotropic equation is still determined 
by e-a collisions. Although tor the bulk the energy equation (S.:1 a) is now 
determined by the e-e collision, because Vee> KeaVea, the energy balanceis 
still dictated by the elastic collisions: 

2E2 
XkTb = e elf e 

meveav 
(5.2) 

with ve equal to KeaVea as found in paragraph 3.4.3. This is due tothetact that 
in e-e collisions energy is only distributed among electrons. We find 
sarnething similar tor the tail, where Vee> Veainel : 

e
2

E
2 

[ ve J XkTt = elf e 1 + ~ cos(2rot- <!>e) 
meveav (02 +(ve)2 

(5.3) 
with v 9 now equal to Veainel. Besides determining the energy balance, inelastic 
collisions determine also the depopulation of the tail. 
Resuming we may state that e-e collisions are important tor the bulk when the 
condition 

Vee >> l(ea V ea 
(5.4) 

holds, meaning that e-e collisions will Maxwellize the bulk (i.e. the distribution 
of energy). For the tail the e-e collisions will be important when the condition: 

V >> Vinel ee ea 
(5.5) 

holds. The tail will also be Maxwellian due to the e-e collisions, but in both 
EEDF parts, the energy balance remains dictated by thee-a collisions. 
Due to the tact that the elastic callision frequency Vea is taken independent of 
the electron velocity, the EEDF can be Maxwellized bye-a collisions. The 
Maxwellization role tor e-e collisions is taken over by the e-a collisions and 
therefore See can be neglected. When both conditions (5.4) and (5.5) are not 
tultilled we are allowed to neglect the See term anytime. 
Van der Mullen [Mul86] has investigated under which criteria the EEDF will 
deviate trom a Maxwellian EEDF. He distinguishes three possible regions: a 
Maxwellian EEDF, the bulk of the EEDFis Maxwellian only and a non 
Maxwellian EEDF. The depletion from Maxwell is governed by the ratio nJna 
and the electron temperature Te divided by the minimum energy needed to 
excite the heavy particles E12 (i.e. ratio kT JE12). 
The difficulty in using the work of van der Mullen is the presence of two types 
of heavy particles (mercury and argon) in the OL-plasma. When we neglect 
the presence of mercury atoms we should find a Maxwellian EEDF only for 
the bulk. When we neglect the presence of argon atoms we should find an 
almost Maxwellian EEDF according to van der Mullen. 
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To make a better estimation of how the EEDF deviates from Maxwell we 
should take for the density na the sum of the density of argon and mercury 
atoms. According to van der Mullen we now may expect a EEDF which 
deviates from Maxwell only for the tail. This result is independent of which 
ratio kT JE12 (belonging to mercury or argon) we take. 
Ligthart e.a. [Lig80] use a two-electron group model, which can be compared 
with our EEDF. The bulk and tail are the two groups. Ligthart uses two 
Maxwellian distribution with different temperatures for both parts. The 
temperature of the bulk is calculated using the average electron energy. To 
find the temperature of the tail he solves the energy conservation relation. 
Using his energy conservation relation we can campare the energy gain for 
tail electrans due to the electric field with the energy gain due to e-e collisions 
(these expressions are camparabie with those of paragraph 3.5). The energy 
gain due to e-e collisions diminishes as the tail of the EEDF 1ends towards a 
Maxwellian shape. 
When we campare these two energy gain terms at an electron velocity of 5 
eV under OL-plasma conditions with an Eett equal to 46 V/m we find that the 
e-e collisions energy gain is less than 1 0 times the gain from the electric field. 
We expect some deviation from Maxwell in the tail of the EEDF. 

5.3 The Legandre expansion 

In this paragraph we will discuss the used Legandre expansion for solving the 
Boltzmann transport equation. With this methad the time-dependenee and the 
number of isotropie components of the EEDF can be taken into account. 
In paragraph 3.4.5 we introduced the Legandre expansion to find the EEDF. 
In this expansion we only used the first two terms because of the low degree 
of anisotropy. By taking only fo and f1 into account we considered only the 
isotropie component and the linear anisatrapie component of the EEDF as 
caused by the electric field. 
Here we will discuss the use of an extended expansion with an extra 
component, which depends quadratic on the anisotropy, and with time 
depending components to solve the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). 

f = L f~"> exp(inc.ot) + f1<•> exp(ic.ot)coscp + t?> exp(2ic.ot)coscp 
n 

(5.6) 
with <1> the angle between the electron velocity and the electric field. In using 
(5.6) we will release the quasi-stationary state condition. Therefore the BTE 
equals: 

(5.7) 
with E the asciilating electric field. 
We will separate the BTE into an 'energy' and an 'anisotropic' part and 
consider only the dominant callision terms in these separated parts. This is 
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analogous to paragraph 3.4.8, where we considered the tail of the EEDF. We 
need to integrate over <!> to find the 'energy' part and after multiplying with 
cos$ we find the 'anisotropic' part by integration over<!> (see paragraph 3.4.8). 
We find tor the tail of the EEDF the expressions: 

t = eE a [ 21] 
o 3m V2 (vinel + inro) av V e 1 e e ea e 

f _ irof?l exp(2irot) eE [ ato f2 u af2 9/ 2 a ( f2 )] 1- + -+3--l2-+711v--
iro + V ea me (iro + V ea) ave V e 2 ave 10 e ave v! 

(5.8) 
where 

f0 = L f~nl exp(inrot) 
n 

f1 = t?' exp(irot) + fi 2
' exp(2irot) 

and 
f2 = fi1

' exp(irot) + W' exp(2irot). 

Because in the OL-plasma Vea >> ro and for the tail of the EEDF we are 
dealing with high veloeities the expressions (5.8) become after substitution of 
the second expression into the first: 

e2E2 a2 
fo = 2 ( inel · ) 2 [ fo - X f2] 

3m9 V ea V ea + 1nro ave 

(5.9) 
Notice that lhl will always be smaller than lf0 1. Solving the components f0 (nl of 
f0 in expression (5.9) we find that the largast contribution of fo is generated by 
fo (o). Th is salution fo (o) is equal to the quasi-stationary state salution fo2. where 
E

2 
equals E

2
ett· 

So if we set fo equal to its largast contributor fo (o) we have the same 
distribution tunetion tor the tail (i.e. f02) as mention in paragraph 3.4.8. We are 
allowed to neglect the time-depending behaviour of the Legend re terms and 
higher order terms in the Legandre expansion in a first approximation. 

5.4 The diode signal 

In this paragraph we discuss the experimental aspects concerning the shape 
of the signal as measured by the Photo diode Unit (paragraph 5.4.1) and the 
interpretation of the 'time depending percentage' (TDP) (paragraph 5.4.2). 

5.4. 1 The shape of the diode signa/ as measured by the Photo 
diode Unit 

In chapter four we mentioned the typical farm of the time depending signal as 
measured by the Photo diode Unit (figure 4.5). 
Although this signal seems to have a periadie behaviour of 2 times the 
frequency of the electric field it has a typical shape. The ascending slope 
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ascends slower than the deseending slope descends. The signal leans over 
to the right. 
lt is possible that we maasure some retardation in the signal due to the 
inductive principle of the lamp. The plasma acts as a secondjl!Y coil on the 
magnatie field generated by the internal coil. 
lt is also possible that we maasure some phase shift in the light-signals 
coming trom different positions in the lamp. In the absorption experiments we 
maasure the light absorption along a 'path' through the lamp. In the emission 
experiments we maasure the light trom the whole lamp. 
lmagine that every spot in the plasma is a single light-emitter. These emitters 
may be a little bit shifted in phase with respect to each other. The souree of 
the phase shifts is the plasma. The plasma is damping the electromagnetic 
field as emitted by the internal coil (see paragraph 3.3). lt also causes a 
phase shift because it influences k' the real component of the propagation 
vector as expressed in (3.23) paragraph 3.3.2. Expression (3.24) of the same 
paragraph confirms that a change in k' changes the phase of the 
electromagnetic field. We expect that k' is a tunetion of the position in the OL
plasma because it depends on the conductivity cr, which value may depend 
on the (radial) position in the plasma. 

lmagine the following model. To populate the first excited state of argon (4s) 

we distinguish a production term P = P + P exp(2icot) which has a OC and an 
AC component asciilating with twice the frequency of the electric field. From 
the absorption and emission experiments we know that n2 and n3 may 
asciilate with the double electric field frequency (see chapter tour). 
To depepulate this 4s state we recognise only OC destructien terms. Their 
sum is set equal to 0. 
T o populate the 4s state of argon atoms trom the ground state we need tail
electrons, which density may depend on time, therefore P may depend on 
time. For the depopulation of the 4s state we can recognise only destructien 
terms independent of time like emission to the ground state, Penning 
collisions or bulk-electrans exciting argon atoms trom the 4s to 4p states. 
To populate the second excited state of argon (4p) we distinguish a 
production term 02, which is the already mentioned excitation of the argon 
atom trom its 4s to its 4p state, and a depopulation term 0 3, which is the sum 
of the emission trom the 4p state to the 4s state and the ground state. We will 
not take into account direct excitation to the 4p state. 
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Argon 

4p 

4s 

ground 

tigure 5. 1: The in the model considered production and destruction 
processes for the 4s and 4p states of the argon atoms 

Lets imagine an asciilating EEOF tail. Using the model from above we find 
that: 

an2 -P 0 -- -n2 at 
an3 0 0 -at = n2 2 - n3 3 

- (5.10) 
with n2 = n2 + fi2 exp(2irot) the OC and AC component of the 4s density and 

n3 = n3 + fi3 exp(2irot) the OC and AC component of the 4p density. 
Solving both equations of (5.1 0) we get: 

~2 = P 0 
n2 P 0 +2iro 

fi3 _ P 0 0 3 
=--
n3 P 0 + 2iro 0 3 + 2iro 

(5.11) 
We find that due to the destructien processas the argon atoms damp the 
time-depending P signal. The atom has to depepulate fast to diminish the 
damping effect. 
Using the available data from paragraph 2.3.3 and using paragraph 3.4.7 we 
know that 0 is about 1 06 Hz. We expect 0 3 to be about 1 07 Hz because the 
811.5 nm emitted line is a relativa intense line. We therefore may expect a 
maximum TOP of about 1 0% in the 4s state density n2 and 4p state density 
n3. This is not in contradietien with the measured TOPs. 
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We have to conclude that the measured TOPs are minimum values for a TOP 
of the tail of the EEOF. We may expect the TOP of the tail to be 10 times 
higher than the measured TOP values. 
We know from paragraph 3.4.3 that for the tail v9 (= v~:1 ) ha~tp be much 
larger than co to violate the stationary kinatic energy. We may take 

~co2 + (ve)2 
as a maasure for the expected TOP of the tail, we find a TOP of about 43% 
(see for data 2.3.3). The result of 43% is in agreement with the measured 
TOP values after taking the damping into account. 
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List of symbols 

a acceleration 
radius of the cavity in the bulb 

B magnatie field strength (80 amplitude) 
bo coulomb cellision impact parameter by a deflection angle of 7r/2 
D depopulation coefficient of the density of the statas in argon 

dielectric electric field 
E electric field strength (Eo amplitude) 
Eett effective electric field strength 
Eab minimum energy to excite the atom under consideration from the a 

to b state 
e electron charge 
f electron energy distribution tunetion EEDF 
f01 isotropie bulk component of the EEDF 
f02 isotropie tail component of the EEDF 
f1 anisotropic component of the EEDF 
g general distribution tunetion 
I current 
i imaginary axis unity 
J current density 
K coupling factor 
Kx Kinatic energy of x-type particles 
k Boltzmann constant 

wavenumber 
Lp typical plasma length 
mx x-type partiele mass 
NA number of Avogadro 
Nx x-type partiele number 
nx x-type partiele density 
P electric moment (polarization) 
Px x-type partiele pressure 
dQ differential cross sectien 
qx heat flux density of x-type particles 
R gasconstant 

radius of the bulb 
r radius or distance 
S area 
Sb cellision term of the Boltzmann equation 
Scr ionisationcoefficient 
Sxv z z type collis ion term of the Boltzmann equation between x and y 

type particles 
s distance 
Tx Temperature of x-type particles 
t time 
V volume 
v velocity 
v1 minimum velocity to excite the atom under consideration 
Vr chaotic velocity component 



w drift velocity component 

a the inelastic fit parameter (see paragraph 2.3.4) 
ö skin depth 
ö(x) delta tunetion 
E dielectric constant 
q, angle between the electron velocity and the electric field 
11 degree of ionization 
Kxv coefficient of energy transfer in elastic collisions of x an y-type 

particles 
Ào Debije length 
J.l magnatie permeability 

relativa mass 
vxv z z type callision frequency between x and y-type particles 
1t viscosity tensor 
e angle 
p charge density 
cr conductivity 
crxv z z-type differential cross section tor collisions of x and y-type 

particles 
't typical time 
m electric field asciilation frequency 
ffie,plasma plasma frequency of electrans 
n solid angle 
'l'x flux (subscript gives indication) 
dr dxdydz 
dv dvxdVydVz 

Superscripts 
e energy 
el elastic (often shown as default) 
inel inelastic 
o isotropie 
1 anisotropic 
p post 

Subscripts 
a atom 
Ar argon 
eff effective 
e electron 
Hg mercury 
j intemal discrete state number 
o isotropie component 
o1 isotropie bulk component 
o2 isotropie tail component 
1 anisotropic component 
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